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State: Growth School choice still key for parents
nickle issue
still in limbo
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
We've never
Staff Writer
In light of the local non-residealt with
dent dispute, questions have
ansen about whether an enrollissue
like this.
an
ment-based tax was levied
unfairly. But there are no
answers yet as the state education department looks into what
its officials have called an
— Myna Koch
unprecedented situation.
Associate Commissioner of
Kentucky Department of
the Kentucky Department of
Education identified Murray
Education's District Support
Independent Schools as one of
Service Office
the state's 25 fastest-growing
districts in 2003, and therefore
allowed it to generate extra rev- $100 property valuation and
enue — known as "growth nick- 11.8 cents for the building fund:
The building fund is made up
els" — that was not subject to a
vote by city school district resi- of two growth levies of 5.9 cents
each that the state allows for
dents.
Some residents and county growing school districts. The
school officials have wondered state matches the revenue generif the growth nickels were levied ated by the second nickel.
unfairly because of misreported Murray Superintendent Dale
number of students who live in -Reid said each growth nickel
Calloway's school district but generated $198,510 for the
attend city schools. Kentucky 2044-05 year and is estimated to
Department of Education offi- produce $200,218 for the comcials have said they will look at ing school year.
--The difficult thing here is
the tax increase, but the dispute
is unprecedented so there's no it's already bonded. It would be
different if they were just colclear-cut answer.
"I can't imagine it not being a lecting," Kyna Koch, associate
concern to the community," commissioner of the Kentucky
Calloway
County Department of Education's disSuperintendent Steve Hoskins trict support service office, said
said. -They aren't a growth dis- in an interview this morning.
trict and the state matches the "We've never dealt with an issue
nickel that was bonded for their like this."
Reid said regardless of the
project."
In September 2003, the inaccurate non-resident conMurray Boar4,401 EdUcation tracts between the city district
approved increasing its tax rate and Calloway County Schools,
— part of which came from two the district experienced growth.
"growth nickels." The school He knows the KDE will assess a
tax was raised from 37 cents to
50 cents, which is 38.2 cents on

•See Page 2A

By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
School choice remained the theme for
many parents who filled out and returned
questionnaires for non-resident students
Thursday evening as part of the Murray
Independent Schools entollment appeal.
The independent district is appealing the
lack of a 2005-06 non-resident contract with
Calloway County Schools after nearly six
months of sending proposals back and forth
between the two districts. The contract
allows schools to properly receive per-pupil
state funding for students who are enrolled
in school outside their home district.
Nadine Haws is among the parents who
choose to send their children to city schools
even though they live in the county school
district. She spent nearly two hours at
Murray Elementary School filling out the II
questions that come from the Kentucky
Department of Education's attendance manual.
The questionnaires have to be reviewed
by district representatives and notarized.
Parents can return the surveys from 9 a.m. to
noon Saturday at Murray High School's
cafeteria and 7 to 9 p.m. Tuesday at Murray
Elementary School's cafeteria. District representatives will also be on hand to answer
any questions parents may have.
Four of Haws six children are enrolled in
school — one of them is a junior at
Calloway County High School while the
other three attend Murray Middle and High
schools. She said she trusts all of her children are being educated well, but she has
witnessed a difference in the environments.
"I feel very supported in Murray." she
said. "I have a son at Calloway and I don't
feel the same support there — probably
because they have more students. You don't
get the same attention there."
Liz Barnett said her 6-year-old daughter
is finally feeling settled after a relocation
from Austin, Texas. that temporarily separated her from her 3-year-old sister. The
Barnetts settled into their new lives in
Murray in phases, and it's just feeling whole
again.
"I am willing to do whatever it takes
because we just went through a major relocation and 1 am not reedy to disturb the way
we're settled in," Barnett said as she filled
out her questionnaire. "She's just now networking. She plays soccer and does cheerleading and tumbling — and she recognizes
people there from this school.-

KRIsi IN TAYLOR Ledger & Tunes photo

Murray Independent Schools representatives Wayne Benningfield, assistant
superintendent of operations, right, and Terri Dick, who works in the finance
department, talk with parents Thursday evening about their questionnaire
required for all non-resident students as part of the district's enrollment
appeal.

Calloway County Schools Survey Information
The Calloway County Board of School cafeteria from 3:30 to 6:30 p.m..
Education has initiated its appeal process Calloway County Middle School media
as part of in the ongoing non-resident dis- center from 3:30 to 6:30 p.m., Calloway
pute between the local school districts. A • County High School cafeteria from 5:30 to
portion of that process involves complet- 8:30 p.m.
ed questionnaires for any students
• Thursday — North Elementary
attending Calloway County Schools who School library from 4 to 6 p.m., East
live in the city district.
Elementary School library from 4 to 6
The district has designated the follow- p.m.
ing times and places for parents to return
• Feb. 12 — Calloway County Board of
the surverys:
Education office from 9 a.m. to noon
_ • Tuesday — Southwest Elementary
Allyce Capps lives seven miles out in the
county and has a sixth grader and freshman
enrolled in Murray schools. She likes the
sm-aller school, higher test scores and greater
diversity that comes from the effects of

United Way reaches $303,000 goal
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Thanks to a last-minute
surge. the United Way of
Murray-Calloway County has
met its goal for the 2004-05
fundraising campaign year.
At Friday's United Way
Celebration Breakfast at the
George Weaks Community
Center, campaign chairperson
Alice Rouse told a large crowd
of community leaders that the
goal of $303,000 in financial
pledges had been reached. The
in-house campaign of one of
the Murray area businesses supplied the final $2,500 required
for reaching the goal Thursday.
Rouse received the news
that night at a Murray State
University basketball game.
"I was just ecstatic," said
Rouse of her talk with
Kopperud Realty owner Bill
Kopperud. -They are one of the
last places to have a campaign
like that each year, and .he just
told me that they had donated
$2,500 (without knowing that
was the amount needed to
achieve the goal). Talk about a
surprise and a blessing at the
same time.
"I just want to thank 'Everybody that helped. I want to
thank our businesses, the new
businesses that came on board
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Murray State University.
"I understand both sides." Capps said of
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Blown surge
protector causes
power loss this AM
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Tunes
Parts of Murray lost electric power for about two hours around
2:30 a.m. today when the Murray Electric System blew "a big
surge protector," according to line foreman Ronnie Burkeen.
Burkeen said power had been restored to affected areas early
this morning, however the incident resulted in a lot of burned
power lines that need to be replaced and would Iikel kee4 line
workers busy throughout the day.
The equipment affected was designed to protect the system
against lightning strikes.

Local law officials
say bill would help
JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photo

Alice Rouse, 2004-05 campaign chairperson for the United Way of Murray-Calloway
County, addresses the audience, while Mark Kennedy, United Way board president,
and Executive Director Peg Billington, right, share her moment after Rouse received
an plaque in recognition of her work with a campaign that met its goal.
this year and Murray State. We own story to tell of a late finan- United Way does for the comhad football and basketball cial boost from one of the social munity and the talk affected the
nights with them for the first work classes at MSU. Monday, students to the point that they
time this year. So many things she and Mark Kennedy, presi- felt compelled to pledge $5,000
just opened up fyrus."
dent of the United Way board. for the cause.
United Way Executive at the invitation of professor
Director Peg Billington had her Peg Munke, told about what

•See Page 3A
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By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Methamphetamine is a highly
addictive, often homemade drug
that affects the user's central
nervous system. And while there
are different recipes for meth.
they all require ephedrine or
pseudoephearine. which is
over-the-counter
found in
Sudafed.
Proposed legislation —
Senate Bill 63 — proposes limiting sales of cold and allergy
medicine that could be used to

Parker FordeLincoln•Mercury
hes

24-HOUR
WRECKER SERVICE
CALL 753-0133 or 753-5273

make meth. It also would
strengthen the law used to prosecute meth manufacturers, create a law making it illegal to
make meth with children present. and hold meth makers liable
for the cost of cleaning up labs.
"It will all help. It won't
solve the problem. but it will
make it more difficult," said
Calloway County Sheriff Larry
Roberts. "Anything to make it
more difficult is a good step."

II See Page 3A
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JOHN WRIGHT'Ledger & Times photos
Shown are Calloway County and Murray High School's representatives for the Kentucky Music Educators Association
All-State Choir that will perform this weekend in Louisville. For CCHS, left photo, from left are, Aaren Cadd, Andrew
Clark and Crystal Brumley, and, right photo, Jonathan Raj, Isabel Duarte-Gray, Heather Ferguson and Nathan Smith
from MHS.

Murray State University Police Department
mischief was reported at 12:02 p.m. Wednesday at
Criminal
•
Richmond College. A resident wanted to speak to an officer about
vandalism to a vehicle parked in the back parking lot. The matter
is under investigation.
• The Regents College resident adviser reported a possible driver's license theft that occurred on Jan 27 and involved a female
student
Kentucky State Police
• Post One reported the following activity for January. Troopers
opened 92 cnminal cases, made 141 criminal arrests, investigated 40 collisions, received 622 calls for service, and made 40 driving under the influence arrests. Post One covers 11 counties,
including Calloway. As of Jan. 31, six people were killed in fatal
collisions in the area. Of those who died, one was not wearing a
seat belt and one involved alcohol. During the same time period
in 2004, four people died in collisions. Statewide in 2005, there
have been 62 people killed, compared to 52 in 2004.
— Information is obtained from reports,
logs and citations from various agencies.

Nickle
From Front

JOHN WRIGHTtedger & Times photos
Shown are the Murray and Calloway County High School representatives that will perform with the Kentucky Music
Educators Association All-State Band this weekend. For MHS they are, left photo, front from left, Brent White, Caleb
Roberts. Rachel Klepper and Timmy Hutchens. and, right photo, Elise Brittain; Stacey Jo Rotterman; Jonathan
Frederick and Lincoln Rowe. Not shown: James Kyle Damron from CCHS.

Schools represented at KMEA All-State
A total of I I students from
the music lipartments of
Calloway Count)? and Murray
Inch, schools have been chosen
as members of the 2005
Kentucky Music Educators
Association KMEA1 All-State
choirs and bands which will perform as part of the 47th Annual
In-Service/Professional
Development being held this
weekend in Louisville.
CCHS representatives are all

students under the director of
choir director Mark Dycus and
band director Gary Mullins with
MHS reps having been tutored.,
by band director Dee Bishop and
choir director
Dr. Brad
Almquist.
Students are chosen as members for All-State status as the
result of rigorous auditions held
during the fall each year.
This year's all-slate groups
had their final tryouts in
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Elizabethtown.
Representing CCHS choir
will be: Crystal Brumley, Aaren
Cadd and Andrew Clark. MHS
singers are: Jonathan Raj: Isabel
Duarte-Gray; Heather Ferguson
and Nathan Smith.
Representing MHS in the
All-State band will be: Brent
White; Caleb Roberts; Rachel
Klapper an'd Timmy Hutchens.
The CCHS representatives are:
Stacey Jo Rotterman: Elise
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Brittain;
Rowe;
Jonathan Frederick and James
Kyle Dammn.
Rehearsals for the All-State
groups were held Wednesday
through today in Louisville. The
experience will culminate in a
conceit open to the public
tonight, starting at 8:15 Eastern
in the Kentucky Center for the
Arts.
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financial penalty to the city district for having inaccurate nonwith
contracts
resident
Calloway and said the taxes
based on growth may become a
factor. State education officials
have said they have yet to determine how much the fine will be
and over what period the district
will be allowed to pay it.
"At this point in time the
whole issue is something the
state will have to look at. The
state certified us at that point,"
Reid said of the growth nickels.
"That is something that will be
in their hands to look at in comeverything
with
bination
involved in the dispute."
Murray has 911 students
enrolled in its district who actually live in the Calloway school
district. But only 433 were
included in the 2004-05 non-resident contract that Murray and
Calloway boards 'signed in
October. County, district residents make up 52 percent of the
city district's current enrollment.
. "We've never had a dispute
lik his. with so many kids in
--qu * ." Koch said. "We are
sorting 1ough it ,and will do
everything we can to be fair to
both districts."
An investigation by Murray
board attorney Chip Adams
revealed since at least the 19992000 school year, county residents have accounted for about
half of Murray's student enrollment. Since 1999-2000, the
enrollment of actual city district
residents increased over the next
four school years by 124 students — from 6% students to
820 — according to figures
released from Adams' investigation.
"According to initial calculations Chip Adams did, it appears
we were very close in that time

period of being qualified by thc
increase of Murray Independent
residents," Reid said.
Kentucky law outlined triteria district had to meet to levy
the additional tax if they expenenced student growth ,during a
five-year period. Districts had to
show growth of at least 150 students in average daily attendance and 3 percent overall
growth for the five preceding
years; bonded debt to capacity
of at least 80 percent of capital
outlay from the SEEK funding
program. all revenue from the
local facility tax, and all receipts
from state equalization on the
local facility tax; current student
enrollment in excess of classroom space; and a local facility
plan that has been approved by
Kentucky
Board of
the
Education and certified to the
School Facilities Construction
Committee, according to KRS
157.621.
Kentucky
The
General
Assembly approved growth
nickels in its 2.002-04 budget as
an incentive to help school districts expand. The revenue generated by Murray specifically
went to the Murray Middle
School renovation. The middle
school houses fourth through
eighth grades.
Reid said the KDE approved
the renovation project. The
money the district spent on
maintenance at Murray Middle
School was one factor considered in planning the project.
"We had some pretty big
issues to address at the middle
school in terms of the cafeteria,
media center and special-needs
classrooms," Reid said. "We
directed it (growth revenue)
toward that project. The growth
nickels were not subject to recall
and anything that could be done
with that was subject to the state
education department."

re• two mob g•

From Front
the dispute, admitting she doesknow all the details of the
discussions. "I would rather see
them merge that have then tear
these kids out of where they
are.
Not all parents knew their
children were attending schools
outside their home district.
Barbara Cobb. 'Who lives in
Campbell Estates, said she
learned on Election Day she
T MURRAY
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lived in the city limits but not in
the city school district when she
couldn't vote for a Murray
school board seat.
"I thought my kids were
attending the district we lived
in," she said Thursday while
getting answers to questions she
had about the questionnaire.
"That's an issue. There were a
lot of us who were surprised."
Murray Board of Education's
last two proposals to Calloway
suggested grandfathering in current students and their siblings
as well as allowing full-time
employees' children to enroll in
city schools, but Calloway didn't want to agree to a contract
that would release average daily
attendance for this many children.
Murray's proposal
was
approved only on a 3-2 vote by
its board. Vice chair Jerry

•-

www kfbmurray com

Duncan and member Stuart
Alexander didn't support the
proposal as a sign of their support for letting parents choose.
"There are still strong feelings with the board about allowing students to choose where to
go
to
school,"
Murray'
Superintendent Dale Reid said.
"But the majority agreed to
close the borders."
Murray has 911 students
enrolled in its district who actually live in the Calloway school
district. But only 433 were
included in the 2004-05 non-resident contract that Murray and
Calloway boards signed in
October. County .district residents make up 52 percent of the
city district's current enrollment.
Reid said he knows many
people want a permanent solution to the enrollment dispute
and he knows Calloway district
officials want something that
would reduce the disparity in the
numbers. But the board believed
it could only commit to two
years because that's when some
of its seats will be up for election.
Reid said Calloway's latest
proposals would uproot too
many students. One of the three
proposals suggests an one-forone exchange of non-residents
students. Another outlines a plan
for bringing the non-resident
numbers back in balance over
five school years. The third —
and most talked about — option
was a merger that would retain
Calloway and Murray schools
within one school diStrict.
"I don't see these a compromise because they all three spell
merger," Reid said. 'They all
three spell merger: it's just a different way of getting there. Plus
there's not provision for amending the 2004-05 contract. That
leaves $2 million just sitting in
Frankfort for students who are
actually being educated."
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From Front
"I couldn't believe it," said
Billington of her reaction to an
e-mail she received from Munke
Wednesday morning, telling of
the class'commitment. -They're
going to get out and do fundraisers and all kinds of things to try
and raise that money. It is just so
exciting, because we told those
kids how the money given stays
here to help people here, so it
means a lot that they would feel
obligated to help like this."
The United Way missed its
fundraising goal by around
$10,000 last year, which seemed
to provide extra motivation for
everybody involved with the
campaign this year. However,
while that was a sticking point.
Rouse said staying focused on
the main issue at hand was motivation enough.
-Through United Way, we're
able to support 16 agencies who
offer so much. By reaching this
goal, that means our agencies
can give 100 percent of themselves," said Rouse, noting that
those agencies will receive all

JOHN WRIGHT'Ledger & Times photo

Many community leaders received awards at Friday's United Way breakfast at the
George Weaks Community Center. Some of those recipients gathered for this photo at
the conclusion of the event.
the funds allocated to them this
year. "It's so dear to my heart."
She react a quote from Sir
Winston Churchill to emphasize
her feelings.
"We make our living by what

we give. We make life by what
we give," she said. "We have
met our goal, but that doesn't
mean it's over. There is still a lot
of work yet to do."
" Kennedy reinforced this

notion, explaining that while it
is enjoyable to know the financial goal has been reached when
it comae; to pledges, the community still has to follow through
with those commitments. He

Concord happens to be enough
off the beaten path to be convenient.
Both Murray Police and
Calloway County Sheriff departments are part of the Tri-County
Area Drug Task Force with
Graves and Marshall counties.
-The major resource we are
lacking is a man power issue,"
Rollins said. -There's just not
enough hours in the day."
Twice in less than a week in
January, Murray Police officers
arrested people on meth-related
charges after they bought large
quantities of pseudoephedrine at
CVS pharmacy and workers
from the store reported the incidents. One suspect bought the
medicine at Rite-Aid pharmacy
then crossed 12th Street to
attempt to buy more of the same
medicine.
-I think any legislation could
get would help," Rollins said. "I
think it's a battle that will take
cooperation from state government, local law enforcement and

local businesses because it
affects everyone. I think people
are starting to realize it's going
on here, but they don't understand the magnitude."
The bill would require customers to show a driver's license
or other government-issued
photo identification and sign a
log in order to buy medicines
that contain pseudoephedrine.
Also, pharmacists would have to
keep such cold medicines
behind the counter and restrict
sales to 9 granis — or about 300
30-milligram Sudafed pills —
per person per month.
-There are people who are
helped by Sudafed and other
medicines like that, but they wilt
pay the price for the meth makers," Roberts said. "That's not
really fair either, but we have to
do something."
Roberts said he likes the idea
of having an additional charge
aimed at protecting children in
the presence .of meth use and
manufacturing labs. Already. it

Calloway County deputies arrest
people on meth-related offenses
in the presence of children, they
often charge those suspects with
criminal abuse, a felony stemming from someone being
responsible for putting a minor
in danger.
Having meth makers pay for
cleanup of busted labs i a nice
suggestion. but Roberts has to
wonder if that will ever work.
The sheriff's department takes
hazardous materials it uncovers
to the Kentucky State Police
post in Mayfield.

•Meth ...
From Front
An analysis of circuit court
records by The Courier-Journal
of Louisville showed meth
indictments for 'manufacturing
and trafficking inIthe drug grew
across Kentucky to 1,854 this
fiscal year, from 336 cases in
1998-99 — a 452 percent
increase.
"I think our elected officials
are starting to realize something
needs to be done because it
affects every community in the
state," Murray Police Detective
Capt. Eddie Rollins said.
Locally, law enforcement
agencies struggle to have
enough resources to clean up the
growing
methamphetamine
problem.
Southeastern
Calloway County is becoming
notorious for being home to
meth labs in trailers off winding
roads in woods partly because
U.S. 641 and Ky. 121 are popular drug thoroughfares from the
South to larger northern and
eastern cities — and New
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the water With commix* dock. Loge mature trees
cnd cathedral doings and an owner that is reach to
set $39.900. ire *23616
Looking for a tette farm? This home comes compiete with horse born. Located on 1.5 oc two
bar. arid 1 Ns Make it yours today! $63,521 mls
*24500
This hone was dupes ond on be easty converted
bock. This WI make it a eat investment 4 bat.. 2 ba
Boottoday and get o greottetun. $41,003 mls#14213
weekend Getaway for ftshermen or .at that 2nd
home you hove been Oolong for. Garden ttio and two
cultuldngs 1/2 tree from the lake. Wants on offerill
$45,003. mls *20624
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Hwy. 45 N
Mayfield
View Our
Entire Inventory at
www.
bennettmotorsinc
.corn

1-800-363-4720

Tat about cub gaped!Jist driving by Iris home WI be
reason enough to pull you inside vAtere you and you
tarty col have spodous lvng. This home offers 3 bedrooms,two baths a very loge far* room and kne kving room, both with freploces! New heat and or new
carpet er°LOW double front doors esceient neghborhood as well S119,901 mks #2341

Wishing you coud bulb yourserf a new home? Niel
here's one and you won't beieve the pricer 51090
Yes. that's rapt Think Quality mgot be skews, at that
once/ Then get reack to be amazed Custom buff cohinets spruce wood vatted cell% ceramic tie and
wak-in closet. Oh.rnyi Three bat and two ba. Don't wale
mis 423752

IFINprok.

, 11'44
- 07

Great neightxxhood.lots of storage in the garoge
fenced in todryard. Storage shed all in this exee
bit two bo. hone. S110000 rnis *24054

This beautiful home is settrg on a lot close to waters
edge A perfect folly home 2ncl home,loge front
porch cnd spccey yard Three bedroom and two
baths. Mrs is a bank awned property crid is soid 'as is'
$umo. me #22722

Great house n a aeat location] Talk about charoctet from the wood foots to the arched doorway
this home s xi move-in condition litia& to MSU
Three bck two to 01 kr hist $79.900 mts #24380

55 More Homes In This
Price Range Available

40 More Homes In This
Price Range Available

Kina
Knight

Edna lt»ie.•;

Broker

ASSiStrilit

Realtor

$300,000 &up

a at

A great piece
tirOperty Uve r the three be&
room house an,
iid1plee
int the three one bedroom orts A Tht approx 5200 sq ft tot* remodeled home isbeck,5
.
house payment Close to the ttfuty situated on a gall waterfront lot Just toe a look
6(031 way to
out of the floor to ceing windows O the corn water.
hospital! $124.9C0 mks *22047
CI
II
towerng one ceings and oak loors at et a few of the
picture perfect details. Al the bedrOOms Ore sites with
This home is model perfect in every way.4 bd. 3 bo. with
lots of prriocy. Cockle up iffeint of two freploces wilt a
a dd. aft go. old a dbl. det goroge great for a workdrink has you very awn bcr Grate cantertops is Just
Mop Hardwood ?loos mid calor* *lust few of the
one of The delights in the 1:then That WI make any proupgrades Upstairs has a goat mother-in-laws quarters
*atria chef at home Dwr not cite but two boots plenCane home to perfection Don't miss this one of a knd.
ty of room in this double sip dock. The.tone hos it at
Cltor more ntorrno**59-8780 $849.901 nit *24191
Carripbeil Estates Beauty at an *bereft* pit&
$l95C00 This 4 bck and 25 bo. hoe* becutlfuly landscaned and is corrpiete with hardwood km celhg
Iris aid s becutituly decorated old ready for you to
move into At the price you cant go wrong. me *21748
111
HT Wasting &Actg, great vicrehouse with tooling
Business/Commercial property on over 1 oc
docks. Oflice Puking 4133 butt with qualtv n mind
Near MSU, Lowe's & lAtal-Mart S 195,000
lign executive office as viell as loge work stallion
mis *24198
aeos tor many employees Possbre 153 pairing
Ode Greatfa rekocaltan of a ousness or o busness
Step track and take a look at wMat al you get for thof gown. S649 903 me* 23095.
the price or S179.900. Pristine u.•
and beauNulty decorated this 4 bedroom and 3 bath com- tigh volailty on this great commerce:) property
plete with rwimrring pool wil take your breath
away. A screened-In porch and preoT deck looks comer of Sycamore & 12th Street Great vsud
appeal from al directions $409 9CC mis*24035
out over pod areo Don't wait you vAl love It

1,

none Nestled on peaceful tree Ined lot Loh of tetras
inducing hardwood floors SCUX3 loge great room with
outside entrance office and storage gdore Carla ben
4 bedroom home easy Mate an abportment to see it
to
5199 903 rris 022054

Move in ready. completely remodeled with new vnyl
and coast Ceding fans viondows Don't wait call to
See today! S-55,CO3 iris #22639

Melanie
Koehler

I

Barbara
Campbell

Are yOu looking fora wiring tor your business? We
have o475 bulking located on a112 ac. with room
to build another building. Included in the building s
front office area butt in perfect for at cc:reboring
business or car shop. $145.the *22549

This home nos o neouritui setting with lots of privacy. Two bdr and one NI. on approximately
one oc. $47.500 mls *24421
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The Associated Press contributed to this story.
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PC DOCTOR

"They should be responsible;
it costs so much," Roberts said.
"Most of the people you catch
don't have any money. They end
up with a public defender: they
don't own -anything; and they
are going to jail. While it sounds
good to recoup the costs, they
don't have much. Every now
and then we recover a vehicle,
but it's a long process to get
things forfeited."

Ky. (API —
Joe Six-Pack and Sam Smoker
bear most of the financial burden for balancing Gos. Ernie
Fletcher's tax plan. but critics
say it's unfair, fiscally shaky and
may have some unintended consequences.
The tax package targets
"Bubba," said Rep. Perry Clark.
a Democrat whose Jefferson
County distriso.represents largely blue collar workers.
Fletcher has proposed raising
the tax on a pack of cigarettes
from 3 cents to 34 cents, with
higher levies in future years tied
to the tax rates in surrounding
states. Even if nothing new happens, the rate would go to 53
cents a pack by 2008.
In addition, Fletcher has proposed adding the existing 6 percent sales tax that people pay in
restaurants and bars to package
sales of liquor, beer and wine.
Together% the proposals
would raise an estimated $214
million in 2006.
Roger Leasor. who operates
the Liquor Barn stores in
Lexington and Louisville, said
Kentucky already places two
taxes ion beer and four taxes on
distilled spirits. The sales tax
would effectively tax the
amount paid on those taxes as
well as tax all the federal taxes.

CAMPBELL REALTY
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challenged those that has e
pledged to make good on their
promise.
"At the moment something
like this is happening, you'll
have people who are wanting to
be generous, but as the year goes
on, things may change for people. who might lose jobs or have
other things develop. We can
understand that. For the people
that have their same jobs and
have the same amount of money
as last year, they're the ones we
really need here. We've got to
finish the job." he said, adding
that the commitment of those
involved with the campaign are
worthy of having their efforts
rewarded.
"I spent 12 years in the
United States Marines, and that
was the most committed and
most unified group of people
I've ever been associated with.
This group, right here, is awfully close to that. They are
absolutely committed to providing the services the people of
this community need."

Fletcher plan
targets 'Joe
Six-Pack'
FRANKFORT.

Tina
Cook

Polly
Lavit

Alan
Thornburg

Cut in tie cOlglth? 4Porox 16 ac. with a pond crid
creek The 3 ba 15 ba with fireploce in this asocefity
setting con be yours Come take a lock aid dan't miss
the cutbuicfrigs there are fax. S135.003. m11,10930

The home is model perfect Hodwood cerarnicile Needing ad/atoms Irving area for a teenager. Colad a whirpool ht. is just a few of the upgrades lege student or mother-in-law quarters? Extremely'
to find this three bisdroom 1 112 bo LS in
Loge upstairs could be used as a mother-n-law quo- had
move in conation, and don t forget that moteertes compete** Ewing room and bathroom Fax BR in-taws quarters compiete with lying orea
and
aid tou BA. Double car detached oiroge as well as kitchen. S129,900 mis *23645
two co attached garage $290.903 m6023533

33 More Homes In This
Price Range Available

Martha
Waldrop

Kyle
Fuqua

10 More Homes In This
Price Range Available

Kitty
Smith

Tiffiztry
Rose

Mir lift

a 0-

Cne of Murray's *nest restaxonts avaloble for
sale The Ogee restaurant it Murray boasts 3 levels
for a different dlning experience tor everyone The
price includes nsskxrcre bulking & eaUpritent
SEM 903 Col 759-8780

7 More Homes In This Price
Range Avairable

Pat
Cherry

Michelle
Wuest

Lottie
Garland
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The Price
of Liberty
I got a letter the other day
criticizing me for praising
President Bush for trying to
spread.Democracy around the
world. Why, the v. riter asked,
are we spreading democracy
around the world vvhen we
haven't yet
got it right
here?
That's a
load of
garbage. We
have it right.
Sure, we
keep tweaking it to
Making
make it betSense
ter, but this
constitutional By Michael
Reagan
republic we
Syndicated
have works.
Columnist _
If it didn't
we wouldn't
be here enjoying the blessings
of freedom won for us more
than 225 years ago by our •
courageous founding fathers.
many of whom paid a terrible
price for their crusade for independence and political liberty.
Someday, the people in Iraq
will look back on those they
will remember as their founding
fathers, and all their ancestors
who braved death to cast their
first ever votes in a free election in 2005, and recall the
price they paid.
The men and women who
faced death by running in that
election were fully aware that
they were putting their lives on
the line, and in the weeks and
.months to come,'many of them
will be murdered by the thugs
who make up the insurgency.
These Iraqi patriots, much,
like our own colonial forebears,
knew what they faced but they
did not let it deter them from
going forward in their campaign for freedom and democracy. They know it's going to
be hard, and they know some of
them are going to die. But they
also know that someone will
pick up the flag and catty it forward.
We will share those memories, for we know how high the
price of liberty can be . We
know it from the history of the
56 Men Who signed the
Declaration of Independence.
These were the men who
proclaimed "...we mutually
pledge to each other our Lives,
our Fortunes and our sacred
Honor." Some of them lost their
lives and their fortunes; none
lost their sacred honor.
Much has been written about

what they endured, and much of
it is inaccurate. The most reliable history I've seen came
from the Heritage Foundation.
Here's what historian Dr.
Matthew Spalding wrote on the
225th anniversary of the signing of the Declaration of
Independence:
"Five of the signers were
captured by the British during
the war. Captains Edward
Rutledge, Thomas Heyward,
and Arthur Middleton (South
Carolina) were all captured at
the Battle of Charleston in
1780; Colonel George Walton
was wounded and captured at
the Battleof Savannah. Richard
Stockton of New Jersey never
recovered from his incarceration at the hands of British
-Loyalist& and died in Int-.
"Colonel Thomas McKean
of Delaware wrote John Adams
that he was 'hunted like a fox
by the enemy--compelled to
remove my family five tithes in
a few months, and at last fixed
them in a little log house on the
banks of the Susquehanna .. .
,and they were soon obliged to
move again on account of the
incursions of the Indians.'
"Abraham Clark of New
Jersey had two of his sons captured by the British during the
war. The son Of John
Witherspoon. a major in the
New Jersey Brigade, was killed
at the Battle of Germantown.
"Eleven signersThad their
homes and property destroyed.
Francis Lewis's New York
home was destroyed and his
wife was taken prisoner. John
Han's farm and mills were
destroyed when the British
invaded New Jersey and he
died while fleeing capture.
Carter Braxton and Thomas
Nelson (both of Virginia) lent
large sums of their personal fortunes to support the war effort,
but were never repaid."
When the people of a future
Iraq look back I hope they will
know what price their founders
paid, unlike today's American
students who are being kept
ignorant of their own glorious
history.
Mike Reagan, the eldest son
of the late President Ronald.
Reagan, is heard on more than
200 talk radio stations nationally as part ofthe Radio
America Network Comments to
mereagan@hotmail.com for
Mike.
02005 Mike Reagan.
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Our Elected Officials
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
301 Cannon House Office Building
www house gov/whitfield

Washington, D.C. 20510
1-202-225-3115

Americans hopeful, skeptical about
President Bush's message to the nation
By The Associated Press
Following his State of the
Union address, President Bush
was to sell his agenda during a
two-day
swing
through
Nebraska, North' Dakota,
Montana, Arkansas and Florida.
Here is a sampling of reaction in
those states.
,NEBRASKA:
When President Bush comes
to Omaha on Friday, Sheldon
Skovgaard plans to attend his
rally and cheer. Dan Seaman
plans to be on the street outside
protesting.
The political opposites came
together along with 10 other
Creighton University students
Wednesday night to watch
Bush's State of the Union
address.
Skovgaard, vice president of
the College Republicans,said he
was most interested in Social
Security reform:"I don't know a
single person my age who has
confidence in the Social
Security system the way it is
today."
He said he liked Bush's proinvestment
posed
private
accounts and the comparison of
them to the Thrift Savings plan.
Skovgaard, a 20-year-old philosophy major, is in his third
year in the Army Reserves.
"As a soldier I pay into that
Thrift plan, and I can mix stocks
and bonds, and I can get up to 6
or 8 percent return," Skovgaard
said.."That's going to be a big
selling point to a lot of people."
Seaman, a 21-year-old
Democrat from Rapid City,
S.D., voted for John Ken)' and
said he had low expectations for
Bush's speech. "I heard what I
expected," Seaman said. "I'm
not sold on his domestic agenda."
The philosophy major said he
didn't form an opinion on Secial
Security reform. He said. he
thinks more research Should be
done on projections regarding
Social Security's demise.
"This ituff makes me leery,"
he said.
ARKANSAS
Bradford Scruggs, 32, who
voted for Bush, sipped a draft
beer at a Mexican restaurant in
Little Rock as he waited for his
Cake-out food and watched the
speech a TV above the_Nr_ __-- -"I'm not a fan of-flush, but I
voted for him," said Scruggs,
who said he turned conservative
after spending his college years

Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)

361ARussell Senate Office Building Washington, D.C. 20510
1-202-224-2541 (Washington #)

State Rep. Melvin Henley (R-Murray)
Room 414, Capitol Annex
e-mail: melvinhenley@ Irc.gov

Frankfort, Ky. 40601
1-800-372-7181

State Sen. Ken Winters(R-Murray)
Legislative Offices, Capitol Annex
1-800-372-7181

Frankfort, Ky. 40601
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AP Photo
as a staunch liberal.
The owner of a small business sAd he's worried about
baby 'boomers draining Social
Security and liked -what Bush
had to say about privatizing the
system. •
"It's a 20th century idea and
it can't go into the next century,"
Scruggs said. "We have to
change it. It has to be partially
privatized because regardless of
who is in power it's going to run
out of money."
FLORIDA
At a suburban Miami retirement home, much of the focus'
of the president's speech was on
two words: Social Security.
For
retired
accountant
Amelia Martin, the system
demands reforms. But Lto Harry
Hill, a retired federal government worker, Bush's proposed
reforms spell trouble.
Martin, 84, said she worried
that "a lot of people who are not
responsible" would have trouble
with
voluntary
personal
accounts for younger workers.
"No', how its going to be
handled, that is something that
has to be worked out," Martin
said.
Hill, on the other hand, wasn't convinced. -This Social
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Security thing is a total disaster." he said."Anyone who signsup for it is a fool."
Florida has more than 3.3
million Social Security beneficiaries-and five of the state's congressional delegation represent
the nation's highest concentration of recipients.
When asked if they were
pleased that their benefits
wouldn't be cut, as might those
of people age 55 and younger,
the retirees in their late 70s and
80s offered a resounding "No."
-We all have children who
are under 55," said Hill, 84.
NORTH DAKOTA
Free pizza and soda helped
attract about 75 students to a
North Dakota State University
TV room for the speech.
Melissa Mallett, 20, president
of the College Republicans, listened and hoped to snag one of
25 tickets that were being raffled
off for Bush's appearance scheduled on campus Thursday.
"If something isn't done
about Social Security, we're
going to be stuck with nothing,"
said Mallett. "My parents will
be turning to me for money,kind
of like what I do to them now,"
The piesident of the College
Democrats, Robert Blaufuss,

watched the speech with friends
at a dorm room. Though he was
impressed with Bush's speaking
skills, there was little in the
address that impressed him.
"There weren't a lot of issues
that I got worked up about, but I
think his plan on Social Security
is a bad idea," Blaufuss said.
"What if you're ready to retire
when the market is suffering
through a low point?"
MONTANA
Paul Whiting, 67, took notes
during the speech from his home
in Billings.
He couldn't hide his reaction.
"I really don't trust him" the
semi-retired photographer said
about Bush. He has voted for
Democrats and lately some independents. He did not vote ,for
Bush.
One of his biggest worries is
foreign policy. Whiting is a
peace advocate, who participated in local vigils leading up to
the war in Iraq and said he'd like
, to see the United States adjust its
foreign policy.
"I think we're working on a
posture of fear and isolationism," he said. "I think we really
have to examine why our policies generate so much hostility
around the world."

• *Letters to the Editor Policy
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or relect any letter on the basis of length, style, spelling,
grammar, libel, good taste and frequent contributors to
the Forum page. Letters of a "thank you" nature that
single out sponsors, businesses or individuals by name,
except those directed toward the community as a whole,
will not be accepted.
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Obituaries
Mrs. Wilma Roprs
Mrs. Wilma Rogers, 97, Hickory Woods Retirement Center,
Murray, died today, Friday, Feb. 4, 2005, at 4:10 a.m. ilt West View
Nursing Home, Murray.
Churchill-Imes Family Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Betty D. Bailey
Mrs. Betty D. Bailey, 82, Kirksey Road, Kirksey, died Thursday.
Feb. 3. 2005. at 8:40 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Lucille Weatherford
Mrs. Lucille Weatherford, 85, Wingo. died Thursday, Feb. 3,
2005, at 1:17 p.m. at Haws Memorial Nursing Home, Fulton.
A homemaker, she had worked as a seamstress at the former
Merit Clothing Company, Mayfield. She was a member of Bayou
De-Chien Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
Preceding her in death were one sister, Goldie Marie Boyd, and
one brother, Herbert Lintz. She was the daughter of the late Oscar
Lintz and Myra Gills Lintz.
Survivors include her husband, A.C. Weatherford; two daughters,
Mrs. Pat Brann, Harvest, Ala., and Mrs. Brenda Ellis, South Fulton,
Tenn.; two sons, David Weatherford, Buchanan. Tenn.. and Terry
Weatherford, Wingo; two nephews; seven krandchildren; three stepgrandchildren; 12 great-grandchildren; one stepgreat-grandchild;
one great-great-grandchild.
The funeral will be Saturday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Brown
Funeral Home, Wingo. The Rev. Danny Potts will officiate.
Active pallbearers will be Terry Weatherford, David
Weatherford, Robert Weatherford, Ricky Boyd,Terriel Weatherford,
Dave Brann, Allan Ellis, Dale Boyd and Jimmie Brann. Honorary
pallbearers will be Charles Norman, Timmy Griggs, Joey Griggs,
Bill Griggs, Roy Rodriguez and Robert Eubanks. Burial will follow
in the Pinson Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home in Wingo after 5 p.m. today
(Friday).

Charles Ed Cathey

Mr. Adams, 67. Toledo, Ohio. formerly of Murray, Ky., died
Tuesday, Feb. 1,2005. at Toledo Hospital. Toledo.
He was the son of the late Exie Adams and Laura Adams of
Murray.
Survivors include his wife. Mrs. Aretta Adams, to whom he had
been married for 48-years; one son, Chris Adams,Toledo; one sister.
Mrs. Judith Adams Canty and husband, Rick, Clinton, Ky.; two
brothers, Noniian Craig and wife, Katie, Toledo, and Edd Adams
and wife, Debbie, Lexington, Ky.; several nieces and nephews.

Joe Thomas (J.T.) Lamb Sr.
The funeral for Joe Thomas (J.T.) Lamb was Tuesday at II a.m.
in the chapel of McEvoy Funeral Home. Paris, Tenn. Teddy Hill
officiated. Burial was in the Maplewood Cemetery, Paris, with
Masonic rites at%the graveside.
Mr. Lamb Sr., 94, Paris, Tenn., died Saturday.
Jan. 29, 2005, at Henry County Medical Center,
Paris.
A native veteran of World War II, he served
three years with the Sea Bees, one year in
Europe, one year in the Pacific Theater, and was
a veteran of the Normandy Beach invasion June
6, 1944. He was a 50-year member of Paris
Lodge No. 108 of Free and Accepted Masons;a Master Mason since
1937; and Scottish Rite member since 1956.
Mr. Lamb Sr. retired as a blacksmith with the Illinois Central
Railroad in Paducah in 1975 after 42 years of service. He also served
as secretary-treasurer of the Boiler Maker and Blacksmith Local
#1021, Paducah from 1955-75; vice commander of American
Legion Post 31. Paducah in 1970; and was a life member of Post
1889 of Veterans of Foreign Wars. He was a graduate of Grove High
School, Paris, and attended business college.
Born April 18, 1910. in Henry County, Tenn.. he was the son of
the late James (Jim) Lamb and 011ie Bruce Lamb. Also preceding
him in death were three sisters, Vera Hale. Margie Lockhart and Sara
Brockwell, and two sons, Joe T. Lamb Jr. and Robert Lamb.
Survivors include five daughters, Mrs. Henrietta Simmons, Gulf
Breeze, Ha.. Mrs. Betty Lynn Paducah, Mrs. Jenny Reynolds,
Bruceton. Tenn., Ms. Kathy Lamb. Memphis,Tenn.. and Mrs. Jackie
Turner, Murray; one son, Paul Lamb, Paris, Tenn.: two sisters. Mrs.
Jimmie Irion, Elkin. N.C., and Mrs. Dora Lawson, Paducah: several
grandchildren and great-grandchildren.

Charles al Cathey, 84, Main Street, Benton, died Tuesday, Feb.
I, 2005, at 3:55 p.m. at Cedar Ridge Health Center at Harrison
Memorial Hospital. Cynthiana.
. A retired maintenance carpenter for B.F. Goodrich, he was an
Army veteran of World War 11. He was a member of Church Grove United Methodist Church
and of T.L. Jefferson Lodge of Free and
WASHINGTON (AP)- An
Accepted Masons.
Ohio company is recalling one
His wife. Ruby L. Cathey. and one son. lot of infant formula due to the
Michael E. Cathey, both preceded him- in death. presence of black plastic partiHe was the son of the late Horace Spencer cles reported in some cans, the
Cathey and Beatrice Nanney Cathey.
comp
'd Wednesday.
Survivors include two sons, Spencer Cathey, Cynthiana, and Joel
s-based
Ross
(Joey) Cathey, West Bloomfield, Mich.; three gr4ridehildren,
ts
vision of Abbott is
Branden Spencer Cathey and Andrew Joseph Cathey, both of recalling one lot of Similac
Cynthiana, and Cheryl L. Cathey, Lexington; three sisters, Ms. Eva Advance with Iron powdered
Cathey and-Ms Katy Cathey. both of Benton, and Mrs. Nell Finch, infant formula in 12.9 ounce
Arab, Ala.; two brothers, Samuel Cathey and Rob Earl Cathey, both cans, with
Lot Number
of Benton.
20307RB.
The funeral will be Saturday at 11:30 a.m. in the chapel of Collier
No serious health or safety
Funeral Home. Benton. Dr. Harvey Lynn Elder and the Rev. Bob reports have been received that
Saywell will officiate. Burial will follow in the Marshall County are attributed to this situation.
Memory Gardens with military rites at the graveside.
the company said in the recall.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today
The formula was distributed
(Friday). Masonic rites will be today at 7:30 p.m. at the funeral between Sept. 15 and Oct. 18,
home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to St. Jude's Children's
Hospital, Memphis, Tenn.

Infant formula recall announced

( Exyress
The funeral for Mrs. Alene Taylor will be Saturday at 2 p.m. in
your
the chapel of Byrn Funeral Home. Mayfield. The Rev. Harry Yates
and the Rev. Curtis Rice will officiate, Burial will follow in the
Salem Cemetery at Lynn Grove. .
sentiment
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m. today

David Stewart Adams
The funeral for David Stewart Adams will be Saturday at 11 a.m.
in the chapel of Walker Funeral Home, 5155 W. Sylvania Ave.,
Toledo, Ohio. Burial will follow in the Toledo Memorial Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 2 to 4 p.m. and 6 to
8:30 p.m. today (Friday).

Investments Since 1854.11utieslinvestment is you.

STOCK MARKET REPORT
Dow Jones Ind. Avg. 10629_11 + 36.21
Air Products __-___59.15 + 0.29
19 67 - 0.08
AT&T
19.711 + 0.02
BUT
_-26.60 + 036
Bell SouthBriggs & Stratton ---39.72 + 0.49
Bristol %hers Squibb ---23.96 + 0.25
Caterpillar........._______92.05 + 0.25
Chevron Texaco Corp -5636 - 0.08
' Daimler Chrysler ---46.37 + 0.16
5A3 + 0.09
Dean Foods
Exxon-Mobil-_.S4.46 -1.06
Ford Motor ----13.20 +0.09
General Electric ............-36.17 + 0.10
General Motors -----37.23.010
GlaxoSmithKline ADR -45.63 +0.90
+ 0.08
Goodrich
65.04 - 0.96
Goodyear
RopFed Bank* ..--17.10 11 17.17 A
Cast Square. Murray. KY 42071
V0-753-3364 • SOO-444-18U
NOM II:00 a m -500 a m MC

‘,.....
ow-omv incarnate

lyans rt I MAC! ma,e, ql thn stork

Addlelerlelefteillen marble on ostoest

prices as of 9 a.m.
1BM
+ 0.04
Intel
--72.66 + 0.28
Kroger
17 15 - 0.03
Mattel.._---.
20.19 •t• 0.17
McDonsdds.32.23 + 0.17
Merck--- -28.41 unchanged
11.-A3 + 0.15
Microsoft
J.C. Penney
44.11 + 0.25
Pepsico, Inc..---.-54A7 + 0.14
+ 0.40
Pfizer, Inc.
Regions Financial
- 0.03
Schering-Plough -....-1&92 -0.00
nine Warner
.1&15 .0.01
0.04
US Bancorp
.--5033 + 0.44
UST
.0.26
WellPoint
Wal-Mart ---.....-----53.24 - 0.18
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By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Wnter
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP)Legislation to get rid of junk
food and limit soh drinks in
Kentucky schools was approved
by a House committee as health
advocates renewed their quest to
fill
schoolhouse
vending
machines with healthy snacks.
Pried potato chips and candy
bars would be off limits if the
bill becomes law. Instead, students could munch on granola
bars, reduced-fat crackers or
other healthy alternatives.
Also, elementary school
pupils wouldn't be allowed to
sip sodas during the school day.
Students in middle and high
schools could still get soft
,drinks, but vending machines
would be stocked mainly with
water, fruit juices and Milk.
"We're not out to .break the
soft-drink companies." said
Rep. Tom Burch. D-Louisville.
a lead sponsor of the bill with
Rep. Tim Feeley. R-Crestwood.
"There's a place for those types
of things. but I don't believe
they're in the school."
The bill was approved by the
Health and Welfare Committee
with only one dissenting vote.
Similar legislation has passed
the House three times before but
stalled in the Senate.
Supporters said the bill
would teach a• lesson about
healthy choices that could save
millions in health costs for treating obesity-related problems.
including juvenile diabetes.
Health advocates said childhood obesity has reached epidemic proportion.
- "We don't want fat, smart
kids in ...'Kentucky." said Dr..
Gerald Sturgeon. a Louisville
pediatrician and a former president of the. Kentucky Pediatric

Society. "We'll ta.ka them. hut
we'd much rather hase healthy.
smia kids."
746 encourage students to
exercise, the bill would allow
elementary schools to offer up to
30 minutes of recess that would
be considered part of the instructional day.
Registered dietitian Carolyn
Dennis used some props to make
her case for limiting soft drinks
in the schools - including a
bulging hag of sugar representing the amount of sugar consumed by someone who'drinks a
20-ounce soft drink daily for a
month. She said some popular
soft drinks contain 18 teaspoons
of sugar per 20-ounce servings.
It would take a one2hour workout on a bike to burn the calories, she said.
Supporters said SI billion is
spent each year in Kentucky to
treat obesity-related medical
problems. including S320 million by the Medicaid program.
The bill would forbid any
snack items with more than 6
grams of fat or more than 40
percent sugar in schoolhouse
vending machines or cafeteria a
la carte lines.
In middle and high schools.
at least 75 percent of vending
machine drinks would have to
he "healthy," meaning water,
fruit juices or milk.
Rep. David Floyd. RBardstown, voted against the
bill, saying those decisions
should be left up to local school
officials.
"Nothing is more local control than my rights as a parent to
have some control over what
happens with that lunch MOW!.
that I give my children when
they go out the door-in the morning." Dennis said.

o).*ott' Tee(Like
The Onry One Tim-Tina?
If you or someone you know
is hurting please join us
Mon., Feb. 7, 2005
from 6:30 - 8:00 p.m.

Mrs. Alone Taylor

(Friday).
Mrs. Taylor, 87, Mayfield, died Tuesday. Feb. 1, 2005. at 1:40
p.m. at Jackson Purchase Medical Center, Mayfield.
Retired from Broughs Corp., Detroit, Mich., she was..a member
of Farmington Baptist Church.
Preceding her in death were one son, Hurlon Ray Taylor, one
grandson, Lonnie James Gravelle, and two brothers, Ted Beach and
Joe Ralph Beach. She was the daughter of the late One Beach and
Mae Tumbow Beach.
Survivors include her husband. Gordon Jewel Taylor, to whom
she had been married for 72 years: one daughtetoMrs. Donna Elaine
Gravelle, Cuba community: two sisters, Mrs. Christine Parent,
Mayfield, and Mrs. Sue Faughn, Farmington; seven grandchildren;
15 great-grandchildren; one great-great-grandchild.

2004. primarily in the Eastern
half of the United States and in
Iowa, Kansas. and Missouri.
The lot number is printed on
the bottom of the can. The particles resulted from an isolated
manufacturing event that has
already been corrected, the company said. Consumers should -contact Ross for more information at 1-800-986-8884 between
8:30 a.m.-5 p.m. EST. Monday
through Friday.

House panel OKs
bill to eleiminate
school junk food

at the Calloway County Library Annex

withflowers.

For an open information session about

Grief!Recovery® Outreach Program,

Dorothy Terry,
.Grief Recovery Specialist

a 10 week action program designed to resolve
loss issues and move on to a richer quality of life.

For More Information Please Call 753-8888

t

Churchill Imes Family Funeral Home & Imes-Miller Funeral Home
Offer This Service At No Cost To Individuals In The Community.

Imes-Miller
Funeral Home

-0932

Crematory

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Murray

Grief Recovery is a registered trtuientttrk of the Gray Recovers Institute.

Get a

MONEY NOW!
loan in minutes!
There's no need to wait!
• There's no faster way to get money at tax time
• Personalized, courteous customer service
• We find all the tax credits you're entitled to
• More refund & loan options than any other tax

prep company
For locations call 1-800-234-1040
Murray Wol-Mart - 809 North 12th Street • Murray Storefront • 302 North 12th Street

IFJACKSON HEIMIT
.-AgisillimosogimTAX SERVICE

IRS
4r2C.,
POMO

RAL sppircebon and Form W-2'purred Loans prowled by Santa Barbara Ban* A Trust or risstc Bank USA ly A
Subject to queliticabOn end $1,100 mama,loan amount Money Now, RATACR bank product tees and otrter
charges deducted from loan proCeeds. Most offices we independently owned and operated

Murray/Calloway County's newest time,
temperature, weather and only offidal forecast

753.1000
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COMMUNITY
Crystal Award of Excellence
presented to Joe Haynes

•

Joe Haynes, radio/TV specialist in •, the department of
marketing and public relations
at Murray State University, has
been awarded a Crystal Award
of Excellence for work submitted in the recent 2004 Communicator Awards international competition.""Welcome to
Murray-Calloway County," an
interactive CD produced as part
of the university's Town and
Gown initiative, was recognized for excellence in the
External Communication/Economic Development category.
Haynes served as videographer and editor of the project.
Sponsored by Communicator Awards of Arlington. Texas,
the annual competition recognizes excellence in various communication fields including
print, audio and video. The 2004
event drew close to 3,000 entries
from 48 states, the District of
Columbia and seven other countries. Only 14 percent of the
entries merited the. Crystal
Award of Excellence, the highest distinction granted.
"The Communicator's prestigious Award of Excellence is
presented to those entrants
whose ability to communicate
elevates them among the best
in the .field," wrote the CA
officials in their winners report.
Contest material is submitted
as is and must stand on its
own merits. Entries are judged
by industry professionals who
look for talent that exceeds a
high standard of excellence and
whose work serves as a benchmark for the industry.
Town and Gown is a partnership that includes more than
35 businesses and Murray State
University. The CD was developed to provide a glimpse of
Murray and Calloway County
through a multimedia perspective that covers business and

industry, public education, local
attractions, lifestyle, health care
and Murray State University.
The format is presented in a
way that overlaps somewhat to
provide a realistic inside view
of what a newcomer might
experience in the area.
The CD was produced entirely at Murray State University.
Marian Posey, director of institutional services at MSU, who
also serves as Town and Gown
coordinator, was the CD's executive producer. Stan Marinoff,
manager of Broadcast Media
Services (a branch unit of marketing and public relations), participated as associate producer
during the seven-month project. Shasta O'Neal of BMS
contributed as production assistant. Credits also go to Jen
Schatz who provided the narration, as well as Cassidy
Palmer and staff of the Center for Teaching and Learning
Technology who designed the
layout and produced the CD.
In addition to the Crystal
Award of Excellence. Haynes
also received an Honorable
Mention Communicator Award
for his audio production of
"Campus Friends: Exercise and •
Cancer Recovery." Produced by
Haynes and broadcast weekly
over several regional radio statioas, Campus Friends is a 30minute show that features special guests to highlight various university events and programs.
Haynes' recent awards bring
the total number of professional awards won by the market.
ing and publications office to
83 since the department was
created in 1992. The department is pan of Murray State's
Inst4tutional Advancement area,
under the direction of Jim
Carter, vice president.

EventReminders
The following is a reminder of events planned for thytroming week that was recently published in the Murray Ledger &
Times:
Rick V. and Lisa K. Spann of Harmon Road, Murray, will
celebrate their 25th wedding anniversary with a reception on
Sunday. Feb. 6, 2005, from 2 to 4 p.m. at New Providence
Church of Christ annex. All relatives and friends are invited.

SALE4.4
VIDEO GOLD

Young people will give
performances this weekend

Wedding

Jo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Four Rivers Music Friends group is
day at 2 p.m. in the annex of Calloway Public Library. This
is open to all musicians and listeners. For information call Velvaleen at 753-6979.

7 a m 10 p.m.
1206 CHESTNUT ST. (BEHIND HARDEE'S)• 759-4944

Mr. and Mrs. Brandon Molle'
Heather Lin Wright and Brandon Lee Molle' were married
Saturday, Nov. 27, 2004, at Westside Baptist Church, Murray.
Ryker Wilson, brother-in-law of the bride, officiated.
The bride is the daughter of Ron and Linda Wright of Murray.
The groom is the son of Dennis and Paula Molle' of Hanson.
Jennifer Wilson- of Murray, sister of the bride. -was-matron
of honor.
Bridesmaids were Leah Wright, sister-in-law of the bride,
and Lori Sheppard, both of Murray.
'Kennedy Kelly of Murray. cousin of the bride, was flower
girl.
Ross tvi.olle' of Louisville, brother of the groom, was best
man.
Groomsmen were Benjamin Wright of Murray, brother of
the bride. and Emmanuel Agbovi of Togo, West Africa.
Logan Wilson of Murray, nephew of the bride, was ring
bearer.
A reception followed in the Christian Activity Center of the
church.
The bride is a 2004 graduate of Murray State University.
She is employed by DerDutch Merchant. Murray.
The groom is a 2003 graduate of Murray State University.
He is employed by Numeritex Displays, Murray.

Region bands together to
send 'Treats for Troops'
Froggy 103 began a promotion with local businesses
last week to purchase Girl
Scout cookies and send them
to our military overseas. The
original goal of 100 boxes was

Theatres
1008 Chestnut St.
NO CHECKS

Are We There Yet?
PG - 1:15 - 3:25 - 7:25 - 9:2
Racing Stripes
PG- 12:50 - 3:10 - 7:00
Meet The Fockers
PG13 - 9:05'
Boogeyman
PG13 • 1:40 - 3:45 - 7:30 - 9:30
The Wedding Date
PG13 - 1:30 - 3:35 • 7:15 - 9:15

.11.

1,•

5.

Phantom Of The Opera
PG13 - 1:00 - 3:55 • 6:50 • 9:45

11,J

to With a Song
in My Heart

Coach Carter
PG13 - 12:46- 3:40 • 6:55 - 9:40
7

Love Songs from the Broadway arid
Operatic Stage for Valentine's Day

Program Information Call 753-3314 :

A Dinner Benefit
FEATURING
Sonya Gabrielle Baker, soprano; Randall Black, tenor:
Pamela Wurgler. soprano: Bradley Almquist, baritone
Sherri Phelps. mezzo-soprano; Kay Gardner Bates,
mezzo-soprano; with MSU Student Singers

quickly surpassed and the promotion had to be extended
another week. The response
has been so incredible from
businesses and individuals all
over Western Ky and Northwestern Tn, that the updated
goal of sending 2000 boxes to
the troops was more than met
by II am. With one more day
to go. Froggy 103 and nearly
100 businesses around the
region will he buying over 550
boxes of Girl Scout Cookies
from one lucky scout Thursday morning.
Girl Scouts throughout Western Ky and Northwestern Tn
have been eligible to "win the
sale' through an on-air contest
on the Green Team Morning
Show on Froggy I 03.7FM.
Thousands of girls have been
listening for their chance to
call in and ask that magic
question, "Would you like to
buy some Girl Scout cookies?"
The amounts of each individual purchase has varied from
10 boxes to 220 boxes with
involvement from every walk
of life - restaurants, hospitals,
funeral homes, florists, contractors, and even groups of
Wal-Mart associates. joining
together for.-e worthwhile
cause.
The Girl Scouts' Bear Creek
Service Center in Paducah has
been closely Involved with the
program and has made it pos-

•See Page 7A
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. Curris Center Ballroom
Friday Evening • February 11, 2005
6:30 p.m.

An open information session for the Grief
reach Program will be Monday from 6:30 to 8 p.m. in the
annex of Calloway Public Library. Dorothy Terry, grief recovery specialist, will give information concerning the sessions planned
later. This ,is open to the public and there is no charge for
attending the later sessions. This is a service of Churchill-Imes
Family Funeral Home and lines-Miller Funeral Home.

Ail proceeds ad iiefit voice schoiarshIps az MSC"

The 16th National African American Read - In Chain event
will be Monday from 5:30 to 7 p.m. at the Calloway Public
Library.'Participants will be reading writings in celebration of
Black History Month. This is sponsored by Black Caucus of
National Omuta of Teachers-of English.- The- publie--is-invited. For information call 762-5374.

Parent Support Group will meet

Parent Support Group. formerly called Parents Anonymous,
will meet Monday from 6 to 8 p.m. For more information call
753-7004.

Al-Anon Family Group will meet

Al-Anon Family Group will meet Monday at noon. at St.
Leo Parish Center. located on Payne Street behind St. Leo
Catholic Church. This group is meeting anonymously to give
comfort to families and friends of alcoholics. The only requirement for membership is that there be a problem of alcoholism
in a relative or friend.

Genealogical Society will meet

Calloway County Genealogical Society will meet Saturday
at 11 a.m. in the meeting room of Calloway Public Library.
Mabel Pickard will present a program titled "Home Remedies
from the Past." A short business meeting will follow. Visitors
are always welcome. For information call Ruth Cole, president,
at 753-2718.

Late registration planned for soccer

The Murray-Callow ay County Soccer Association will be
taking late registrations for the Spring Soccer Season through
Saturday. Persons may sign up at The Trophy Case during normal business hours. Each one should bring the last four digits of the child's Social Security number and pay a $10 fee.

Life House requests workers
Life House Care Center has issued a request for workers on
Saturday- to come to help get the new Life House building,
located at 602 Poplar St., ready for the sheet rock. Work will
begin at 8 a.m. Carmeleta Norvell, executive director, said
"also to bring your favorite scripture, as we will be writing
these on the studs at Life House. Help us , bathe this new
building in prayer." For more information call 753-0700.
•

Murray Main Street plans open house
The Economic Restructuring Committee of Murray Main
Street will host an open house today from 4 to 6 p.m. at 412
.ng formerly known as Wallis Drug.i"This
Main St., the bui b.\
open house will all w people to tour the building and view
on
the renovation in progress." said Deana Wright, manager of
Murray Majn Street. "We welcome the oppOrtunity to share
our vision for the property with the public."

Millennium Mutts 4-H Club will meet

Millennium Mutts 4-H Dog Club will meet Saturday from
10 a.m. to noon at Karen, Collins' Wildwood Farm. Youth can
bring their dogs and a crate. Youth will be making dog biscuits and working on agility equipment. For information call
753-2294.

'Senior Prom' will be today
The Newman House Catholic Campus Ministry at Murray
State University will host the second annual "Senior Prom"
today from 5 to 8 p.m. at Martin Mattingly Hall, just behind
St. Leo Catholic Church. The event is a social gathering/dance
for the "senior" acitizens of Murray and Calloway County.
Refreshments will be provided. There is no admission. For
information call Bill Duffield at 753-3876.

Senior Citizens plan promotion
A rebate day at Captain D's for the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens will he today, according to Rowena Emerson. AARP Chapter committee chairman for the Senior Citizens. Persens are asked to place their receipts in the box on
the counter marked fdi Senior Citizens.

Call (270) 762-4288
Advanced Sales Only
Tickets: 825.00
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African American event Monday

Acrylics • Gels • Silks
Manicures • Pe,dicures
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Grief recovery open session Monday
Recovery Out-

Hide And Seek
R - 1:10 - 3:20 • 7:05 • 9:20

$4.99 each

Health Express lists stops

Sunday
Four Rivers group will meet
scheduled to meet Sun-

SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 P.M.
ON SAT. & SUN. ONLY

Select DVD's will be on sale for

J•

Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Howital will offer blood pressure and pulse
checks and lipid profiles Monday from 6:30 to 11 a.m. at
GleAdale Place, Murray, and Thursday from 8 to 11:30 a.m. at
McDonald's, Mayfield. For information call 762-1348.

SCHEDULE GOOD THRU FEB. 10

1 Day Only
Sat., Feb. 5"

Jerry and Tyra Lokey Robinson with a
group of 12 young people will give performances al Main Street Youth Center
and Freedom House Church at 808 Chestnut St., Murray.
Sign Art, a collaboration of mime, interpretive dance, sign language, will be put
to music to share the message of Jesus
Christ.
Performances will be Saturday at 7 p.m.
and Sunda) at 10:30 a.m. For information
call 1-270-527-1937 or 753-1820.

tl
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MCCH
Blood Bank
announces
drives
The Blood Bank at Murray-Calloway County Hospital
will conduct mil blood drives
during the month of February.
These drives are in addition to routine appointments that
can be scheduled during the
regular hours of Monday
through Friday, between the
hours of 8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.
at the Blood Bank.
On Feb. 9 between 5 and
8 p.m., a blood drive will take.
place at Westside Baptist
Church and is open to the public.
Additionally, there will be
a blood drive on Feb. 13 at
First United Methodist Church
from noon to 3 p.m., open to
the public.
There will be a blood drive
on Feb. 22 and 23 from I.
to 5 p.m. at Briggs and Stratton for employees only.
The constant supply of blood
provided locally to the MCCH
Blood Bank provides the gift
of life to many people. From
a convenience perspective, it
only takes less than an hour
to make a blood donation and
donations of all blood types
are ..greatly needed. The blood
received by MCCH Blood Bank
stays in the community to serve
the needs of patients within
our area.
A blood donor must be at
least 18 years of age (or 17
with parental consent), be in
good health, weigh at least 110
pounds, and pass the brief physical and health history exams
given prior to collecting the
donation.
To make an appointment to
donate blood or to find .out
where the next blood drive will
be held, contact the Blood Bank
at 762-1119.
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Retired teachers hear special program
Valentine's Gifts Fot Ages -2 to 100!
IIS II S. 12t St.(Aaou hoe Food Goal

Photos provided

;to4t% "It's a Great
414v.4
,o - Deal Because
'. It's a Great Car,"

Calloway County Retired Teachers Association heard Margery Shown, vocalist, and
Jim Frank, guitarist, left photo, entertain with Christmas songs and Lanet-te Hunt,
right photo, read the popular Christmas story, "Polar Express," at the December
meeting at the Murray Woman's Club House. The association will meet Monday at
11:30 a.m. at Murray High School for a program and business meeting. Lunch will
be served at 1 p.m. in the lunch room. Dr. Sally DuFord. president, urges all eligible
retirees to attend.
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Stock 0TC50411
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Cub Scouts collect food for Need Line

•America's Best Selling Car
MSRP
Peppers Discount
Toyota Customer Cash
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:Treats ...
From Page 6A .
sible for the extension of the
cookie sales past the pre-sale
cut-off date.
Thanks to the clOse relationship between Froggy 103
and the US Army recruiting
office in Paris,Tn, arrangements
have been made with the Army
for pick up once the boxes are
delivered in February. Cookies
will be taken to Ft. Campbell
for distribution to the troops
overseas. If any businesses in
the region would like to join
for this last day of the sale.
or if individuals are interested
in helping, they are invited to
call the Froggy studios at 270753-2400 or e-mail Sweet Pea
Green of the Green Team at
sweetpeagreenl03@yahoo.com
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Your Cost,
Nicely Equipped....

$18,291* 1 •9%APR'

• 02005
Corolla
Stock 1TC5096

photo provi
As part of a nationwide program, the Cub Scouts of Pack 57, chartered by t e
Kiwanis Club, locally collected almost 600 pounds of food. The pack donated the
food to the Murray-Calloway County Need Line.

has on a properly fastened lifejacket."
Statistics prove that those
on a boat are eight times more
likely to live and be rescued
if they fall overboard and have
on a lifejacket compared to
those that are not wearing a
personal
flotation
device.
Approximately 80 percent of
drownings involve persons not
wearing life jackets.
Sorg says the second resolution is also simple and can
save time, embarrassment and
money. It is a pledge- to get a
free courtesy vessel examination in 2005.
The Coast Guard Auxiliary
does free vessel examinations
to insure boats are in compliance with all federal and state
regulations. "This could save
you money as some insurance

MSRP
Peppers Discount
Toyota Customer Cash

companies will give you a discount on your insurance if your boat has passed a Vessel Safe- ty Check," explains Sorgo.
"It could also save you time
In finding out what is required
for equipment on your boat
and the embarrassment of being
stopped without having the
proper equipment onboard."
The Auxiliary every year

IMMEDIATE PAYOUT!!!

$14237* 1 • V

PADUCAH
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•Lowest Fuel Cost in Its Class
MSRP
Peppers Discount
Toyota Customer Cash

$225192'2• V
•
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Stock #TT5207

• Outstanding Performance
MSRP
$28,635
Peppers Discount
— 2,459
Toyota Customer Cash
— 900

Financing
As Low As
0/0
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•
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Or

1-800-745-0732

MSRP
Peppers Discount
Toyota Customer Cash

00,436
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—1,250
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414 SOUTH NINTH ST.• MAYFIELD • 247-3232
247-4139 • 1-800-745-0732• FAX (270) 745-0732
wwwkornerdrugstore.com
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TOYOTA

Dedicated to Prompt. Friendly Service For Over 65 Y
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1
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•Best Resale Value In Its Class

(270) 247-3232 or (270) 247-4189 • After Hours:(270) 247-4898
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4-Runner

Stock 075292

MAJOR MEDICAL SUPPLEMENTAL INSURANCE

& HOMECARE MEDICAL SUPPLY

nok

Your
NicelyCost'
Equipped....

. . . , , Nevi! 2005
,,..,............,,

3-Position Recliner, Alternating
Pressure Pump, Bedside
Commodes in all sizes. Hospital
Bed, Oyerbed Table, Patient Lift,
Traction and Trapeze bar.

,„
11
/
4 STONE'S DRUGS

Financing
As Low As

$25.154
—2,212
_ 750

Your Cost.
Nicely Equipped....$25

Quality durable medical equipment
such as wheelchairs, beds and walkers
as prescribed by your physician.
Our respiratory dept. has on staff
a respiratory therapist to support our
patient needs with c-pap, bi-pap,
concentrators-nebulizers.

•Free In-Home Estimates
•Fjpancing Available
*Window Blinds
Professional Installation
•100% Satisfaction Guarantee
'Alt Major Brands of Ceramic.
Carpet, Vinyl, Hardwood,
Laminate and Commercial
Flooring
FREE IN HOME ESTIMATE!

Or

New

Durable Medical Equipment

WE BILL FOR YOU! MEDICARE • WORKMAN'S COMP

CONNiE PACE FOR YOUR

Stock #175330

Sign up Today! 270-247-8929

WESTERN KENTUCKY LOCATION

1

A.

•
All items sorted at consignment - guaranteed
Money & clothing ready for pick up at end of sale
no waiting!

Patient Room Equipment
The following list of dependable
equipment is delivered and set up
by trained personnel:

APR'

"w 2005
Highlander

..11111
.

Feb. 18.& 19 Drop Off
March 4 & 5 Drop Off
Feb. 22 25 • Shopping Plata
March 8 18• Gores - Lone Oak Rd.
* Murray clothing pick-up available *

Health care professionals demonstrate
and maintain equipment in Our home.

.

•

conducts more than 100,000
Vessel Safety Checks in the
United States. More information about Vessel Safety Checks
can be found on the Internet
at www.cgaux.org or by contacting
Sorg
at
captrob@juno.com or call 4741256.
It is never too late to make
a resolution to save your life!

"Come Home To Stone's,"
To Home Town People

nok
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KIPSIGNMENT SALE
MAYFIELD

Financing
As Low As

$15,527
—790
— 500

Your Cost.
Nicely Equipped....
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•#1 Selling Car in the World
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Financing
As Low As

$20,674
— 1.683
— 700

It's not too late to make New Year's resolu
By SYLVIA M. CANNON
Public Affairs Staff Officer
Already broken your New
Year's resolutions? Think it is
too late to make others? The
U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary
urges boaters to make two
belated resolutions.
"The first of these is simple and is the most important
thing you can do on a boat
that may save lives," says Rob
Sorg, Commander of the Kentucky Lake Flotilla.
That first resolution is "I
promise never to get underway before everyone on board
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Directory of Churches
ADIMMSTS
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sa09:00 a.m.
Worship
Sat. 10:15 a.m.
Sabbath School

ANGLICAN
ST. MARK'S ANGLICAN CHURCH
1214 Mayfield High.ay Menton. KY 42025
270-527414L*2
Service
1000 a.m.
Oa)
Setswes
contact Me Rectal: 252.3fa
Feast

ASSEMBLIES OF SOD
/10PE HARBOR CHURCH
Sunday Morning Worship 10:30 cm.
Sunday Evening Worship 600 p.m.
Wednesday Bible Study
7 00 p in.

UMW!
BLOOD RIVER
morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
,ening Worship
6:00 prii
CHERRY CORNER
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship'
111 a.m. & 6 p.m.
t'hurch Training
5 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
Sundai School
9:45 a.m.
Morning Services
1100 a.m
Evening Services
6:00 p.m.
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesday Service
6:30 p.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worsh ip Service
11:00 a.m.
Sunday Night
6:00 p.m.
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Wor-hip S 45 & 11 a.m. & 600 p.m_
I ii.ripleship Training
5:00 p.m.
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Morning ‘Vorship
11:00 a.m.
Est:tong Worship
6:00 p.m.
FAITH BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
600 p.m.
FIRST BAPTIST
9-45 arc
Worship
30 & 1157am & 6 p.m
FLINT BAPTIST
Sundas School
10:00 arc.
Morning Worship
11.00 a.m.
Es,f11/}g Worship
6.45 p.m,
GREATER HOPE MISSIONARY
suinho. School
9:10 a.m.
10'45 a.m
(;RACE BAPTIST
4 30 a m
0.,m-Mnp
1045 am & 6 p m.
F:ASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
Sd0 School
10 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 a.m & 6 p.m.
W-dnesilay
) p.m.
HARDIN BAPTIST
s. 9 15 & 10:30 a.m.
Warship
5.915 & 10:30 a.m.
Sun Schisils
Evening Warship
600 p.m_
Wed Warship
7 p.m.
HAZEL BAPTIST
Sunday School
9730 a.m.
Worship
1030 m. & 6:30 p.m.
Church Training
530 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
7 00 p.m.

NEW MT.CARMEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11 -00 a in.
Evening Worship
600 p in.
NORTHSIDE
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6.00 p.m.
NEW PROVIDENCE
Sunday School
10:00 am.
11 a.m. & 6 p.m_
Worship
OAK GROVE
Sunday School
11 a.m & 7 p.rn
Worship
OWENS CHAPEIrt
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
Preaching
Prayer Service
5:30 p.m.
Church
600 p.m.
POPLAR SPRING
Sunday School '
10 a.m
Worship 8:45 a.m. & 11 a.m. & 6 p.ni
SALEM BAPTIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday
700,p.m.

scorrs GROVE
Sunday School
• 9:4.5 a.m.
Worship Service
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
600 p.m
Wednesday Prayer Meeting 700 p in
Prayer & Fasting for Spiritual
Sat. 6 p.m.-10 p.m.
Awakening
SINKING SPRING
Morning Worship
1100 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:il0 p.m
SOUTH MARSHALL
Sunday School
10 a.m.
11 a.m.. 630 p.m
Worship
Wednesday
p in
SPRING CREEK
Sunday School
9•00 a.m.
108m
Worship Services
Discipleship Training
6 p.m.
ST. JOHN
as
Sunday School
Morning Worship

9:30 a.m.
11 a.m.

MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
1050 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
MOUNT HOREB FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m.

Did you ever consider
that a person may be both
a friend and an epemy to
different people? Usually,
whenever someone does
something good for us, we
consider them our friend,
and when we believe that
someone has done us
wrong, we may consider
them our enemy. I am sure
that we all like to look
upon ourselves as a friend
to everyone. Still, as
human nature goes, we
can never be sure of how others may perceive our words or
actions. There is only one friend that will never leave us or
forsake us, and that is our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ. He
is the truest of friends and we can rely on Him to always
have our best interests at heart. He will never betray us or
mislead us, and in our time of need, He is always there
waiting for us to call upon Him. He is never vengeful,
spiteful, or vindictive, and even though we may not always
understand His ways, He would never do anything to us
that is not in our best interest. As we go through life,
friends may come and go, but our friend and brother, Jesus,
will be with us through eternity.

CHURCI>OWTHE LIVING GOD
9:30 a.m.
Bible School
11:30 a.m & 7 p.m
Worship
7 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7 p.m
Friday Worship

NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
10:30 a.m
Sundays
7:00 p.rn
Wednesdays
AMERICA'S CHURCH OF GOD
1408 Sycamore St
10:00 a.m. & 5:00 p.m.
Sundays
MURRAY RESTORATION
BRANCH OF JESUS CHRIST
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:15 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m
Worship

WITNESSICS
JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
9:30 am.
Public Talk
10:30 a.m
Watchtower Study

LOTIEMUI

METHODIST

BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday Schiool
10:00 a m.
Morning WorsbiE
11:00 cm_
lot & 3
6:00 p.m.

GREEN PLAIN
Bible Study
10:00 a.m.
Morning Service
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
7:00 p.m.

MINNA
ST. HENRY CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday
4:30 p.m.
10:30 a.m.
Sunday

HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible Study
9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
9:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
M i d.Werk Worship
7:00 p.m.
HICKORY GROVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday Bible Class
9:00 a.m.
Morning Worsliip
10:00 a.m.
Wednesday Night
.700 p.m.

ST. LEO CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday Mass
5:15 p.m
8 a.m. & 11 am.
Sunday Masses

CIMISTUUI

KIRKSEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunda) School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
!Sunday & Wednesdays)
MT. OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.

MIMI SCIENCE status
Sunday Schoot
10:30 a.m.
Reading Room Every Wed 12-3 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
2nd Wednesday

NEW CONCORD
Worship
950 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Bible Classes
9 a.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
NEW PROVIDENCE
Morning Service
10:00 a.m.
Evening Service
6:00 p.m.

CHURCH OF CHRIST
ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible School
9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
9:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
600 p.m.

PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.

COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
1015 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7:00 p.m.

SECOND sTuEet
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.

DEXTER
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
10:30 a.m. & 6:00 p.m
Worship
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.

GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
Worship
5 a.m:. 9 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Bible Study
10:15 a.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7 p.m.

/ /het fir
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UNION GROVE
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
UNIVERSITY
Bible Classes
9:00 a.m.
Worship
10:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

wEsT MURRAY
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

WILLIAMS CHAPEL
Morning
9:00 a.m.
Evening
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.

CENCI OF MS=ST
SP LAITI2 SAT SAWS
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAIN'TS
Sunday Priesthood
1000 a m.
Sunday School
11_10 a.m.
Sacrament Meeting
12 10 p.m

EPISCOPAL
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
Worship
10:30 a.m.
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship
500 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
5:15 p.m.

INIEPENIENT
CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
Worship Sunday
10:30 a.m.
Children's Sunday School 11:00 a.m.
FREEDOM HOUSE
Sunday Worship
10:30 a.m.
Wednesday Worship
7:00 p.m.
MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
Worship
10:00 a.m
Wednesday - Home Groups 6:00 p.m.
IMPACT PRAISE &
WORSHIP CENTER '
Sun Celebration Services
10 cm.
Wed. Spiritual Training Claases7 p.m.
Fri. Celebration Services
7 p.m.

r re/ v:

Eist•

10:50 a.m.
6:00 p.m.

WAYMEN CHAPEL AME CHURCH
• 10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11:00
.a.m.
Morning Service

1000 a.m.
11:00 a.m.

CAMPGROUND
CO
Worship Service
8:50 a.rn
Sunday School
9:50 a.m
DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m., 6:00 p.m.
FIRST UNITED METHODIST
Worship
11 cm.
Sunday School
950 a.m.
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 cm.
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
GOSHEN METHODIST
Sunday School
9-00 a.m.
10.00 a.m
Morning Worship
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
9:45 a m
Worship
11013 a in.
Sunday School
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
KIRKSEY UNITED
--'Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
LYNN GROVE
Worship Service
9:30 a.m.
Church School
10:45 a.m.
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNTTED
Worship Service
9:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:30 a.m

1101
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905 Glendale Road • Murray, KY 42071
1270/ 759-1555

FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

10%

PENTECOSTAL

BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
CHURCH OF GOD
10:00 cm.
Sunday School
Church
11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday

DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
Sunday School
10-00 a.m
11 am &fipm
Worship
PROMISE OF HOPE CHURCH
2:00 p.m.
Sunday PM
Wednesda!, PM
7:00 p.m.
FAITH TABERNACLE
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
II a.m. & 7 p.m.
Worship
HIGHER PRAISE
WORSHIP CENTER
Praise and Worship 10:30 a.m & 6 p.m
Wednesday Family Training 7 p.m
JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
Saturday Evening
6:00 p.m.
1030 a.m & 6 p.m.
Worship
NEW CONCORD
Sunday Worship & Service
10 a.m.
Worship Sun. 6 p.m. & Wed. 7 p.m.
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
10:50a m. & 6 p.m_
Worship
Wednesday Worship
7 p.m.
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service
11:00-7:30 p.m.
LAKE-LAND APOSTOLIC CHURCH
Worship
10 a.m. & 6 p.m.

PRESBYTEIUJUI
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
10:45 a.m.
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
10:00 cm.
Worship
11 -00 a.m.

MT. HEBRON
Worship
10:00 cm.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.

ttttt

701 Main St. • Murray • 753-5273

Appliance
and TV
)Murray
Your Authorized GE Showcase Dealer"
212 E. Main St. • 753-1586

LEDGER & TIvIES
(270) 753-1916 • www.murrayledger.com
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ihmumi "gur
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Fen- All Special Vccasion.s
304 Main SL,
KY 42071

Thornton Tile and Marble,
Our showroom is Open
Mon.-Fri. 8-4:30

(AU r

irnt
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00
00

vnvw.cains.not

1-10WAREI LI

CONOCO Toy'
$25.00
KWIK STOP

411%.Fp IF
,
COIIVIPDANIlf

Office Technology Specialists

S 4th St., Murry, KY
=
7%-7773

1-800-633-7296 Inside Ky.
1393 State Route 45 North

75:1-5719

CALLOWAY MONUMENT CO.
SINCE 1944

CHRYSLER•DOOGE•JEEP 111
11k
11
1400 N. 12TH • MURRAY, KY • 753-6448.

'

Our Family Is Here To
Help Yours.
1707W. Main • Murray •270-753-1962

• FITTS BLOCK
READY MIX CO.
Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete

East Main Street

753-3540

CARROLL TIRE & WHEEL
The word is nigh thee, even in thy
PURCHASE AREA
fik(00 mouth
the
that
is,
thy
heart:
and
in
ONO
ALIGNMENT,INC.
PHYSICAL THERAPY
%ITO
1305 N. 12th St., Murray •753-1489

ONO
vor

Michelin - Tnyo - rokohinnu - Multi-Mile

WE DELIVER!

word offaith, which we preach.
—Romans 10:8
I. U A1)111*

VICTOR'S
1301 MAIN ST.• MURRAY

monsimilMweseMOMMillainnnameneaaliMO.111.

605 Main St..
Pb Murray. KY

MRS

753-2552
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APOSTOLIC PENTECOSTAL
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a m_ & 5 p.m.
Worship

UNITY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School ,
10:00 cm.
Worship
11.00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.

Murray
753-9383

II

te

MT. CARMEL
Worship
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.

sot

Parker Ford
Discount
with Churvh
Lincoln-Mercury Bulletin

tu

a.

OAK GROVE CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.

Cr 759-8780 • bcampbellrealty.com 03

le

1117A1111311

MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.rn.
Morning Worship
11:00 a m.

CAMPBELL
REALTY

L.

MURRAY CHURCH
9:45 am.
Sunday School
. 10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
6'30 p.m.
Wednesday Worship

,

ten?wie

rel
th
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CALVARY TEMPLE
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11.00 a.m & 6:30 p.m
Worship

COLD

FRIENDSHIP
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sunday Night
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Night
7:00 p.m.

SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
9:46 a.m.
Sunday School
1045 a.m.
Morning Worship

BETHEL APOSTOLIC
UNTECOSTAL CHURCH
10:00 a.m.
Surid4 School
11:00 a.m.
Worship Service
5:00 p.m.
Sunday Night
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Night

UKMANUEL LUTHERAN
9:00 a.in
Bible Study
Worship
10:30 a.m

Sunday
Worship

11:00 a.m.

TEMPLE HILL UNITED
9:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Preaching

HARMONY MENNONITE CHURCH
1"2 miles west of itiyno Grove
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
10:45 a.m
Worship
7:30 p.m
Evening Service

BETHEL UNITED
Morning Worship
9:30 a.m
10:30 a m
Sunday School
6:00 p.m
2nd & 4th Sun. Night

N.I.V. Matthew 28:20

VICTORY BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.

MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Bible School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
10:30 a.m.
Evening Service
6:00 p.m.

LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
2:00 p.m.
bit Sunday
3rd Sunday
2:00 p.m.

UNITY OF FAITH FELLOWSHIP
3 p.m
Sunday
7 p.m
Wednesday

...And surely I am with you always,
to the very end of the age.

BETHANY BAPTIST CHURCH
10 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship
11 a.m & 6 p.m.
7 p.m.
Wednesday

LEDBETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Preaching
11 a.m & 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Night
700 p.m.

LOCUST GROVE
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
700 p.m.

Friends and Enemies

RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
9:30 a.m.
Worship
1100 am.
Sunday School

WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
10:30 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
Wednesday
) p.m.

AURORA CHRISTIAN
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Bible Study Sunday
10 m.
Bible Study Wednesday
7 p.m.
FIRST CHRISTIAN
9:00 cm
nday School
Worship Service
10:15 a m.

LIGHTHOUSE BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
7:00 p.m.

Sunday School
Worship

SUGAR CREEK
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worships
11 a.m.& 6 pm.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
WEST FORK
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Evening
7:00, p.m.
Sunday Evening

HILLTOP BAPTIST
Sunday School
10-00 a.m.
Worship Service 11:00 a.m. & 6 p.m.
7.00 p.m.
Wednesday
KIRKSEY BAPTIST
Morning Worship
1100 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:30 p.m.

PALESTINE UNITED
10:00 a.m.

SHILOH PULL GOSPEL ASSIJOILY
700 p.m
Thursday Night
10:00 a.m
Sunday Morning
7:00 p.m
Sunday Evening

Professional Care with a Personal Touch

208 S. 6th St.• Murray, KY•(270) 759-9500
Fresh F s wers R
For Pick-Up Anytime!
5Vre More Than Just A beer

Ike Ckevty Tut Ftuiet &

111 S. Fourth St. • am 761-GIFT(443,11)
Open Mon.-Thwrs. 9-4; Fri.9-6; Sat. 9-2

fr
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In our

ChurchBulletins
Various chirches
have
released information concerning
their worship services for the
coming weekend as follows:
Emmanuel Baptist: Dr. Paul
E. McWherter, pastor, will
speak about "Judas' Betrayal of
Jesus" with scripture from
Matthew 26:14-16, 21-25, 46-56
and 27:3-10 at the ii am. worship service and about "What Is
Spiritual Adultery?" with scripture from Exodus 20:14 (vs. 111) at the 6 p.m. worship service. Sunday School will be at 10
a.m.
University
Church
of
Christ: Charley Bazzell, minister, will speak about "Kingdom
Matters: Character Counts" with
scripture from Matthew 5:33-37
at the 10 a.m. worship service.
Richard Youngblood, minister,
will speak about "To Hender,
Harass or Help" with scripture
from Mark 2:1-12 at the 6 p.m.
worship service. Assisting
Sunday morning will be David
Taylor, Vernon Gantt and Billy
Hammack. Danny Claiborne is
worship leader" and Jeremy
Swindle is youth and family
minister. Bible classes will
begin at 9 a.m.
Goshen United Methodist:
The Rev. Mark Earheart, pastor.
will speak about "Living in the
Welcome Wagon" with scripture
from Deuteronomy 10:17-19 at
the 10 a.m. worship service.
Brian Maynard will be the pastor's assistant and Tina Sexton
will direct children's church. kr
Lovett and Bobby Etheridge
will serve as greeters. Tina
Sexton will direct the choir with
Pat Brunn, Renee Doyle and
Carla Halltias as accompanists.
Sunday School with Michael
Brunn as superintendent will be
at 9 a.m. The Sunday night Bible
Study and youth groups of
Kirksey and Goshen churches
have been canceled Sunday. but
will meet at Goshen Feb. 13 at 6
p.m.
Westside Baptist: The Rev.
Glynn M. On, pastor, will speak
about "What About God?- with
scripture from Isaiah 44:6. 24
and 45:18-25 at the 10:30 a.m.
worship service and about
"What About Jesus Christ:" with
scripture from I John 3:5,
Hebrews 4:14-16 at the 6 p.m.
worship-service. Tommy Scott is
minister of music. The choir will
sing "He Reigns Forever- and
Martin Severns will present special music at the morning hour.
Marla Thomason will present
special music at the evening
hour. Shawn Harper and David
Heathcott, deacons of the week,
will assist. Shelly Harris is minister of children and Eric
Miracle is minister of students.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m.
Immanuel Lutheran: The
Rev, Dr. Chad Voster, pastor,
will speak about "We Ourselves
Heard His Voice That Came
From Heaven- at the 10:30 a.m.
Transfiguration of Our Lord
Holy
service.
worship
Communion will he celebrated
with Fred Bless as elder. Sunday
School and Adult Bible Class
will be at 9 a.m.. social hour at
9:45 a.m. and Mardi Gras dinner
at 11:30 a.m.
Memorial Baptist: Dr.

e-mail: mIttemurrayledgilla
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ES
James Simmons, pastor, will
speak at the 8:30 and 10:50 am.
and 6 p.m. worship services. His
sermon topic at the morning
services will be "What One
Person Can Do" with scripture
from Mark 143-9. Paul Adams
is music director with Kathy
Thweatt and Misty Williams as
accompanists. The sanctuary
choir will sing "Sanctuary" at
the second morning service.
Assisting will be Mark Cohoon,
)
s
w, o
too is director of Sunday
I at 9:40 a.m.
First United Methodist: The
Rev. Richard Smith, pastor, will
speak about "The Virtue of
Perseverance" with scripture
from Luke 18:1-8 at the 8:45 and
II a.m. worship services. Dr.
Pamela Wurgler is minister of
music with Joan Bowker as
organist and Tracy Leslie as
pianist. Heather Waters, flutist,
will play,"Aria" at the first service. Jennifer Crawford and
Heather Waters, flutists, will
play -Celtic Laud" at the second
service. The Rev. Emily Burch,
assistant pastor, will assist,
along with Katrina Olson and
Allison Crawford, acolytes.
Church School will be at 9:50
a.m.
Glendale Road Church of
Christ: John Dale, pulpit minister, will speak about "God is
Holy" with scripture from
Isaiah 6:1-8 at the 9 a.m. worship service and about "God
Tells You and Me to be Holy"
-- with scriptweRom4Peeer4~1316 at the 6 p.m. worship service.
Jerald Sykes will lead the
singing. Assisting will be Bob
Beecher, Todd Bohannon, Billy
Joe Hendon, Tony Kelly,
Tommy Carraway, Jonathan
Lewis and Jeff Lewis. Other
ministers are Garry Evans,
Involvement, .Alan Martin,
Outreach, and Nick Hutchens,
Youth. A short worship service
will be at 5 a.m., and Bible
Study at 10:15 a.m.
First Christian: Dr. Charles
L. Rolen, senior minister, will
speak about "God of the
Mountaintop, God of the
Valley" with scripture from
Matthew 17:1-9 at the 10:15
am. Scout Sunday worship
service. Mark Dycus is minister
of music with Julie Warner,
Donnie Hendrix and Judith Hill
as musicians. The chancel choir
will sing "In Your House, 0
Lord." Laura Lee Winchester,
director of children's ministries,
will give the children's sermon.
Assisting will be Leah Hart,
worship leader; Scouts Brendan
McCormack an
David;
the Rev. Charl
Tony
Boone and Dave Eldredg . elders, and Kim Campbell;, Tory
Daughrity, Nancy Dycus. Jan
Fuqua, Carmen Garland and
Terry Hart, diaconate.
South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist: The Rev.
Joey Reed. pastor, will speak at
the 10:45 a.m. worship service.
Assisting will be Darrah Clark
and Derek Martin, acolytes:
Linda Hutson, nursery; Lana
Jennings, children's time; Buren
and Jo Erwin, greeters; Ronnie
Jackson, Jackie Butterworth,
Doyan Jennings and Buren
Erwin, ushers;. Sunday School
will be at 9:45 am.

Coldwater Church
of
Christ: Richard Guilt, minister.
will speak about "Step Three to
Spiritual Downfall" with scripKim Bolton will be the singer/speaker for the
ture from Jeremiah 6:14 3:1-3, Listening to Love Women's Conference on Feb.
6:15 at the 10:15 a.m. worship 19 at First Baptist Church, Murray. The theme will
service and about "Athens, A be "A Morning at Girlvillie with Kim Bolton."
City of Idols" with scripture
Bolton has appeared on Christian television on
from Acts 17:16-23 at the 6 p.m. CBN. CTN and INSP. She has worked with Luci
service. Kevin Smith will be Swindoll, Kathy Peel. Mary Welchel, Anne
song leader.
Graham Lotz, Marge Caldwell, Babble Mason.
First Baptist: Dr. Wendell Twila Paris and others.
Ray, pastor, will speak about
Registration will be from 8 to 8:45 a.m. with a
"Progressive Attitudes" at the continental breakfast. The conference will be from
8:30 and 10:55 a.m. worship 9 a.m. to noon at the church.
services. Joetta Kelly, minister
Reservations at $15 per person may be made by
of preschool and children, will sending your checks payable to FBC Women's
give the children's sermon and Conference LTL to First Baptist Church. 203
Denise Travis will give the South 4th St., Murray, KY 42071. A nursery will
PraYer
Driven
Journey not be available. Registration fee is transferable.
Emphasis at both morning serv- but not refundable.
For more information call the church office at
ices. Mike Crook is associate
pastor of music and worship 753-1854 from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday
with Margaret Wilkins and Lisa through Friday; or Denise Travis at 753-4532.
Ray as accompanists, assisted
by the Worship Team. The sanctuary choir will sing "Come.
Just As You Are" and Chad
Gorrell will sing "Word of God.
Photo provided
Speak" at the second service
Palestine United 'Methodist Church will host
St. John's Episcopal Church will
when the ordinance of baptism the monthly community singing on Saturday' at 6
sponsor a Shrove Tuesday Pancake
of Elizabeth Grogan will be p.m.
Supper on Tuesday from 5 to 7 p.m. in
observed. Assisting will be Dr.
A potluck meal will follow the singing with the
the Parish Hall, 1620 West Main St.,
Jon Gustafson and Dr. Paul church furnishing the meat.
Murray. A variety of pancakes as well
Lyons, deacons of the week, and
All singers and listeners are urged to attend, a
as
bacon and sausage will be served.
Wanda Edminster and Jeff church member said.
There is no charge but donations will
Ballard. The Rev. Terry Garvin,
be accepted. All proceeds will be sent
associate pastor of education.
to help the Tsunami survivors.
teaching and administration.
will continue the winter Bible
Pictured is John Hart, a church memstudy on "Mark" at the 6 p.m.
ber, as he prepared for last year's
MAYFIELD, Ky. - Trace Creek Baptist
worship service. Sunday School
shrove Tuesday Pancake Supper.
will bias945 a.m. Boyd Smith Church will host evangelist Tim Lee at the 6 p.m.
is associate pastor of students. service on Sunday.
national heritage that many Americans have for
He is a former Marine Corps sergeant and gotten.- said Mike Reed:
and leads University worship at
music minister at Trace
Purple Heart recipient from the Vietnam War Creek.
8 p.m. at The Net building.
North Pleasant Grove when a1971 land mine explosion took his legs.
The .church is located at 3577 St. Rt. 131,
"From his wheelchair wearing his Marine dress Mayfield.
Cumberland Presbyterian:
The Res-. Ronnie Stinson, pastor, invites
The Rev. Charles Westfall. pas- blues, his story is powerfully graphic, revealitig, the public.
tor, will speak about "Dwelling and rings with ,reality about a country and a
With God" with scripture from
Matthew 17:1-9 at the II a.m.
worship service. David Bogard
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. bination of readability and relia- Version _ or iTNIV is one that
is choir director with Margaret
(AP)- Years in the making. pub- bility of any Bible," said Ben aims to be more gender-neutral
Nell Boyd as pianist. The choir
lisher Zonder..an is releasing a -Irwin. product development in some cases and, in others, a
will sing' ."Seek Ye First." new translation of the Bible
this manager of Zondervan's Bible little more clear and plainspoChildren and Youth Time will be week that's aimed at young, group.
"ft doesn't sacrifice one ken. Here, Jesus doesn't walk on
observed. Sunday School will be adults _ accompanying the effort' for the other."
water "in the founh watch of the
at 10 a.m.
with a $1-million media blitz.
The
translation, called
West Fork Baptist: The Rev.
"We believe it's the best coin- Today's New International •See Page 10A
Wayne Caner, pastor, will speak
and also give the children's sermon at the 11 a.m. worship servYOUR ROAD
GREAT DEA,
ice. Alvin Usrey will be music
director with Cyndy Satterwhite
and Janet Arnold as musicians.
Melanie Caner will present spe,
,
48 Hour ,,,,
cial music at the morning service. Nathan Williams, youth
minister, will assist. Sunday
II Rolm Name blotiktSitti. 541,
Nam.Simple klelent%dr %In 11..
School with Phillip Bazzell as
1fli%NNW tants Ilas NAtoe,
director will be at 10 a.m. A
"Super Bowl Fellowship" will
follow the 6 p.m. service in the
family'life center. This will feature a volleyball bash.
Poplar Spring Baptist:
WAS'23.575
Dennis Norvell, pastor, will
WAS '26.750
.401
speak about "Praying for
NOW...
NOW...
Sinners" with scripture from
Genesis 18 at the 8:45 and II
$19
a.m. worship services and about
St 30687
'4;Q/A
"Not All Thieves Are in Jail"
with scripture from Exodus
20:15 at the 6 p.m. service.
00 FORD TAURUS
00 FORD MUSTANG
Mai* Hardison will lead the
u,„„ t,„,
JA 1,111r.
worship services with Hazel
Brandon, Susan Reynolds.
Missy Waldrop and Carol Kelly
as accompanists. Sunday School
s(.3072(1
St.16S6.A
for all ages will be at 10 a.m.

Women's conference scheduled Feb. 19

Shrove Tuesday Supper

Palestine Methodists
plan singing Saturday

Former Marine will
speak at Trace Creek

Zondervan rolls out Bible translation aimed at young people
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Poll: Catholics picked Bush over Kerry, Protestants split

it

10A • Friday. Fehruars 4, 2005

By RICHARD N. OSTLING
AP Religion Writer.
John Kerry managed the best
showing since in decades for a
Democratic presitilential candimainline
among
date
Protestants. but his failure to
capture a majority of Roman
Catholics — people of his own
faith — gave President Bush an
important advantage in last
November's election, according
to a new survey.

also
showing
Bush's
improved dramatically among
Hispanic Protestants,63 percent
of whom supported him in 2004
— a 31 percent gain over 2000.
The postelection phone survey of 2,730 people, conducted
by the University of Akron and
sponsored by the Pew Forum on
Religion and 'Public Life,' is a
close study of voting behavior
and religious faith.

gave Bush an overall edge of 53
percent to Kerry's 47 percent.
Overall,
the
mainline
Protestant vote split evenly, the
poll found, with a Bush decline
of 10 percent from 2000 and the
best showing for a Democrat
since the 1960s; results before
then are unclear.
Divisions between religious
liberals and conservatives were
even more stark than they were
tour years ago.

non-Hispanic
Among
Catholics, Kerry won the support of 69 percent with those
with liberal or "modernist"
beliefs., while 72 percent of "traditionalists" favored Bush. But
importantly, 55 percent of the
key swing group of "centrists"
picked Bush over Kerry, who
was criticized by bishops for his
support of abortion rights.
The upshot: A one-time
Democratic mainstay, Catholics

"The American religious
landscape was strongly polarized in the 2004 presidential
vote and more so than in 2000,"
concluded the team of four political scientists, led by Akron's
John C.-Green.
The scholars said Bush's religious constituency included
Christian traditionalists in all
categories. Morroons, Hispanic
Protestants and religious centrists among Catholics and

mainline Protestants.
Kerry's support came from
black Protestants and secular
Americans, followed by "modernists- among Catholics an(!
nwinline Protestants. Jews an,.
Latino Catholics remained loyally Democratic.
The stud,f concluded that
"social issues were quite important to the Bushyote, but a secondary factor for the electorate
as a whole."

II BjtIe...
lish versions for use by other translation is: "Blessed are those
ministries and evangelists while who do not walk in step with the
night" as in the King James ver- Zondervan is the commercial wicked or stand in the way that
sinners take or sit in the compasion: instead. it's "shortly before publisher.
The New Testament version ny of mockers."
dawn."
The new verse eliminates the
Rapids-based of the TNIV was released in
Grand
"man" in favor of "are
word
now
is
Testament
Old
the
2002:
of
division
a
2ondervan.
those," but Stek said there are
HarNrCollins Publishers, is being added.
Zondervan moved up the certain elements _ in this case,
aiming the new Bible at 18- to
34-year-olds by advertising in release date of its new.Bible by they include the word "way" _
publications and Web sites two weeks after a much-publi- that had to be retained becanse
Rolling ` Stone. cized rift with Rolling Stone of their meaning and their use
including
elsewhere in the Bible.
Modern Bride. The Onion. magazine.
"How in the world do you say
Part of Zondervan's market•
MTV.com and AOL.
it reads well, it has good
so
it
halfa
place
to
was
Stratea
ing
Zonderv an's research indicates young adults are leasing page advertisement in the maga- rhythm and it ties the composichurches in large numbers but zine's Feb. 24 edition, and it pur- tion together?" he asked rhetorimore . "spiritually chased the ad space last July. cally.
remain
The gender-neutral language
intrigued" than any other demo- But in mid-January, Rolling
the TNIV has been savaged
in
Media
Wenner
publisher
Stone
vice
Caminiti.
Paul
said
graphic.
Southern
president and publisher of LLC decided not to publish the by conservative
evangelicals,
some
and
Baptists
manageWenner
all.
after
ad
Bibles.
John Wilson, editor of Books ment said its policy was not to who'oppose toning down many
& Culture magazine, a sister accept advertisements for reli- of the masculine pronouns
found in earlier versions. Other
publication of Christianity. gious materials.
About two weeks later, religious leaders have endorsed
.roday. said Zondenan is making an educated marketing Wenner resersed course and the book.
Zondervan officials said all
decided to run it. The publisher
'nose.
-Ohs iously-, if the strategy issued a statement in which it gender-related changes in the
as to SOnlehOV% change the apologized for the confusion TNIV are intended to update
essential nature cIf Scripture to and explained that "internal mis- only the masculine terminology
in the original Hebrew.
appeal to a particular demo- communications ... led to the that
' AP Photo
cornand Greek languages
Aramaic
of
misstatement
previous
some.graphic. that would N
John Stek holds onto a Hebrew Bible in his home office in Kentwood, Mich. Stek is the
of the Bible — were. intended
thing that svould he both sills. pans policy."
I
.
chairman of a committee that has been working to re-translate the Bible into English
The wording changes in the generically.
and wrong. but that's not what
its oldest surviving texts. The new translation, published by Zondervan, is aimed
from
The Bible launch includes
the 're trying to do." Wilson TNIV play out in interesting
readers
at
ages 18 to 34.
and
fullhardcover
softcover
ways.
said.
The King James Version of text editions of Today's New regardless offormat. The feature translation itself is vital to the it's 30 years old and the English
An independent group of 15
1:1 reads as follows: International Version, men's and is intended to make teaching. new generation," Caminiti said. language is changing faster than
leading biblical scholars, led by
, the Res.. John Sick, a professor "Blessed is the man that walketh women's Bibles, pocket Bibles group study and referencing eas- "The reality is, while every third any other language in the
Bible sold in the United States is , world."
emeritus at Cals in Theological not in the counsel of the ungod- and even one bound in a bright ier.
skin
cover.
New International Version,
alligator
the
faux
the
green,
of
believe
way
do
the
ip
really
"We
standeth
nor
ly,
new
the
Seminary. des eloped
CD audio and downloadable
translation. The same group sinners, nor sitteth in the seat of
mp3 audio versions are availNew the scornful."
on
the
worked
In the New International able, too. In all, there are nine
International' Version of the
Version, it reads: "Blessed is the .editions of the TNIV.
Bible in the 1970s.
In what Zondervan said is a From Page 9A
Nance is minister of music with will sing 'There Is A Fountain."
The International Bible man who does 'not walk in the
Oneida White, Dean Stephenson Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
Society. a global Bible transla- counsel of the wicked or stand in first for any Bible translation,
First Presbyterian: The and Kathy Garrison as accompa- An Ash Wednesday service will
tion and outreach ministry, com- the way of sinners or sit in the the full-text print editions are
universIty paginated, so all pas- Rev. David M. Montgomery,co- nists. John Mark Roberts will be at 7 p.m.
.
missioned the TNIV It's the seat of mockers."
In the latest version, the sages appear on the same pages, pastor. will speak about give the children's sermon. The 1 Martin's Chapel United
copynght holder and will pub"Receiving Jesus' Touch" with choir will sing "Seek Ye First" Methodist: The Rev. . Mark
scripture from Matthew 17:1-9 and a special at the morning Roberts, pastor, will speak about
at the 10:45 a.m. worship serv- hour and "As the Deer at the "How To Begin Again:
ice. Margaret Boone is choir evening hour. Jason Carroll is Forgiveness From God" with
director with Lee Kern as minister of youth. Assisting will scripture from Matthew 6:9-15
pianist. The choir will sing "At be John Smothennan, deacon of at the 9 a.m. worship service.
The name of Jesus" with the week,and Walter Bell, Eddie Ralph Robertson will be song
Theresa Leubbers playing the Morris, Aaron Dossey and leader and Ricky Cunningham
clarinet. Sallie Guy will be litur- Willie Dick. ushers. Sunday will be pianist. The choir will
gist. Assisting will be Julie School will be at 9:30 a.m. and sing "There Is A Fountain."
McClain, usher. Adult Sunday Prayer meetings at 5:30 p.m.
Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
School will be at 9:15 a.m.,
Good Shepherd United Bible Study on "The Purpose
Ruah, Youth and Children's Methodist: The Rev. Mark Driven Life" will be Tuesday at
Sunday School at 9:30 a.m., Roberts, pastor, will speak about 9:30 a.m.
Korean worship at 4 p.m. and "How
Elm Grove Baptist: Dr.
To Begin
Again:
2
Youth Group at 6 p.m.
Forgiveness From God" with Todd BKk, pastor, will speak
5t
25li
Grace Baptist: The Rev. scripture from Matthew 6:9-15 about "Maven: Your Eternal
DINE-IN OR CARRY-OUT _2E4?
•
Sammy Cunningham, pastor, at the 11 a.m. worship service. Destiny?" with scripture from
will speak at the 10:45 a.m. and Diana Tatlock is songleader with bake 16:19-31 at the 8:45 am.
6 p.m. worship services. Henry Jessica Su as pianist. The choir traditional and II a.m. contemporary worship services; and
about "Failing to Press,On" with
scripture from Joshua 17:12-18
at the 6 p.m. worship service.
'Your full-service primary eyecare provider.* r
Craig Keene is music director.
with Emma Dean Clayton and
• Diagnosis & Treatment
(9 pieces)
Glenda Rowlett as accompae,
of Eye Disease & Injuries
Super bowl Sunday Only• Dine-in or carry-out
nists, assisted by the Praise
• Budget & Designer Eyewear
Worship Team. Keene will sing
d/K
• Contacts For Astigmatism & Bifocals
CALL FOR
a solo at both morning services.
CARRY-OUT
• Most Insurance Accepted
S da School will be at 10 a.m.
nd Discipleship Training for all
Dr. Kevin M. Adams
Italian Restaurant since 1972.
at 5 p.m.
ages
S., 12th St.• 759-2500 k.its* I.law
970 Chestnut Street • Murray
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Strong showing by Shiite clerical-backed ticket
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) —
Iraqi officials Thursday released
the first partial returns from
national elections, showing a
commanding lead by candidates
back,ed by the Shiite Muslim
clergy.
Sunni
insurgents
unleashed a wave of attacks,
killing at least 30 people, including three U.S. Marines and a
dozen Iraqi army recruits.
Meanwhile, election officials
said strict security measures
may have deprived many Iraqis
in the Mosul area and surrounding Ninevah province of their
right to vote. The admission is
likely to fuel complaints by
Iraq's minority Sunni Arabs,
who make-up the heart of the,
insurgency, that they were not
represented in the vote.
The results released by the
election commission four days
after Sunday's balloting came
from
Baghdad
and five
provinces in the southern Shiite
heartland.
As expected, they showed
that the United Iraqi Alliance,
backed by Iranian-born Grand
Ayatollah Ali al-Sistani, was
leading — with 1.1 million
votes out of the 1,6 million
counted and certified so far.
Some 14 million Iraqis were eligible to vote.
The ticket headed by interim
Prime Minister Ayad Allawi, a
U.S.-backed secular 'Shiite,
trailed second with more than
360,500 votes.
But the returns — from 10
percent of the country's 5,200
polling centers — ,were too
small to indicate aL national
trend.
Shiites make up an estimated
60 percent of Iraq's 26 million
people, and the al-Sistanibacked ticket had been expected
to roll up such huge margins in
the south that the other 110 candidate lists would have to struggle for votes in the rest of the
country.

the boxes and ballot papers to victory."
insurgents stopped a minibus
those places," Rashid said. "In
Insurgents eased up on south of Kirkuk, ordered army
some places we succeeded, and attacks following the elections, recruits off the vehicle and
unfortunately in some other when American and Iraqi forces gunned down 12 of them, said
places due to transportation and imposed draconian security Maj. Gen. Anwar Mohammed
other things, we failed." •
measures. In Baghdad, residents Amin. Two soldiers were
He could not say how many had a cautious sense of security, allowed to go free,,ordered by
stations opened irethe
with the streets clogged with the rebels to wani others against
One prominent Sunni politi- traffic, children playing in parks joining Iraq's U.S.-backed secucian, Meshaan al-Jubouri, and outdoor markets bustling rity forces, he said.
accused the commission of mis- with people.
One U.S.,M-arine was killed
,managing the vote in some
But starting Wednesday Thursday in Babil province
Sunni areas because they "didn't night, guerrillas launched a south of Baghdad, the U.S. comwant the Sunnis to vote so that string of dramatic attacks.
mand said. Two others were
the Shiites could score a fake
In the deadliest incident, killed in action Wednesday.

AP Photu

U.S. Army 1st Battalion, 24th Infantry Regiment soldiers
search for an insurgent sniper after taking fire on their
patrol in Mosul, Iraq today. There were no casualties.
Shiites turned out in huge troversies in Ninevah. a region
numbers in cities such as Basra, with a large Sunni Arab populaNasiriyah, Karbala and Najaf, tion.
urged on by clerics who said
On Thursday, the electoral
voting was a religious duty.
commission said it had sent a
However, many Sunni Arabs team to the northern city ot
apparently' stayed home, either Mosul to investigate complaints
out of fear of insurgent attacks that some stations never opened
or in response to boycott calls or ran out of ballots.
from their own clerics.
Election official Safwat
Election officials have said Rashid said U.S. and Iraqi forces
full official results and deter-4in the area initially allowed
mine turnout might not be ready authorities in Ninevah. the
until Tuesday.
province surrounding Mosul, to
Seats in the 275-member open only 90 out of its 330
National:: Assembly will be polling stations.
determined based on the perAs the day went on and secucentage of the nationwide vote rity proved better than expected.
won by each ticket.
authorities opened more stations
The count appeared to have but were unable to get supplies
been delayed somewhat by con- , to all of them."We tried to send

Nothing says you care quite like an oil change. But as
much as on oil change says, it says a little more when
you come to us, because we only use Volvoline.

Express Care #7
102 South 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
270-759-3278

Duncan prepares for Iraq return
By JOHN WRIGHT

Staff Writer
When he was reached
Tuesday morning, Ash Duncan
had just completed an exercise
at the United States Army Base
at Ft. Bliss, Texas on the proper
way one should handle his personal protection gear in the
event of a chemical attack.
So goes preparation for a trip
to Iraq.
"Every time you go on one of
these things, you need to
refreshed on what to do," said
Duncan. an employee with the
American Red Cross of MurrayCalloway County who, perhaps
this week, will be making his
second tour of duty with the Red
Cross'
Armed
Forces
Emergency Services division in
two years. His main job is to
serve as a communications line
for families of soldiers overseas,
but as the chemical attack exercise shows, in military hot zones
like Iraq, even civilians must be
prepared.
"We don't carry weapons, but
we will familiarize ourselves
with 9mm pistols before we
leave here," he said with a bit of
a laugh. "Yeah, we just go out to
the range and each of us will fire
five or six shc,ts. That's actually
the more fun part. And right
now, we don't have any worries.
We know we're in a safe place."
That changes once in Iraq,
where Duncan, a native of
Fulton, Ky., spent some time
\dodging-shls from insurgents
while based in Tikrit, the home
of former Iraqi dictator Sadaarn
Hussein. In fact, the target of the
insurgents was one of the many
palaces Hussein used while in
power. It is now used as a headquarters station for the coalition.
"You come to expect that,
though," he said, noting that he
was able to make a few ventures
off base during his last visit.
"And I found the Iraqi people
that I met to be very friendly.
Some worked on the bases I was
on, and back then (before it
became obvious a long and
drawn-out conflict faced coalition forces), we didn't have to be
as cautious. This time, they're
not going to be letting us do
that."
kidnappings, even
The
killings, of Americans and other
westerners by insurgents is why
civilian workers are now basically forbidden from leaving Iv
military base while in Iraq. That
will remain in place Duncan
says even with the country having conducted its first-ever election as a democracy Sunday.
He is not worried, though.
"The military will take care

of me," he said, repeating a
statement he has made in past
interviews. "Honestly. I hadn't
even thought about (being
harmed). That's just bow it is
with me. The first time I went,
yes. I was a little net-sous.

because I had never been there
before and I didn't know any
about what to expect.
"What I'm finding,though. is
that people adapt to just about
anything. That's how you deal
with it. You adapt to it."
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MCCH welcomes Dr. David Case. Dr. Case is a cancer
specialist with a focus on hematology, the study of blood
and blood forming tissues.
Dr. Case is originally from Marietta, Georgia and
'received his medical degree from the American University
of the Caribbean School of Medicine and completed his
Medical Oncology/Hematology Fellowships at the University
of South Carolina in Columbia.
Dr. David Case is Board Certified in Internal Medicine,
Hematology, and Geriatrics. He practiced in Georgia for
over 10 years and was an instructor at the Medical College
of Georgia in Augusta. MCCH is pleased to welcome David

For an appointment call:

School of Medicine

(270) 753-2050

American University of the Caribbean
School of Medicine

Office Hours:
Monday-Friday, 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
300 South 8"Street
Suite 376 West
Murray, KY

Residency
Huron Road Hospital in Cleveland, Ohio
FellOwships (Oncology/Hematology)
University of South Carolintin
Columbia

Gonzales faces tough issues
WASHINGTON (AP)
made history
• Albeqp
•ng the first Hispanic
• by
attorney general, but the road
gets much rougher from here as
• he and the Justice Department
try to protect the -country from
terrorism.
His plate is already overflowing with serious tasks: Lobbying
Congress for mauthonzation of
the USA Patriot Act, the Justicc
• Department's premiere, and
widely criticized, anti-terrorism
law; investigating who atnong
his former White House colleagues leaked a CIA employ: ee's name to the media; and
coming through on his promise
to the Senate to prosecute anyortureii-or abused foron
;
e ittnees.
eig
And that's all before he
•
shows up for his first day of
work at the Justice Department
on Friday.
espite nearly unanimous_ prai§e for Gonzales' intelligence. his life story as the
grandson of Mexican immigrants and his extensive work
with Senate Democrats on judicial nominations and other
administration issues, he as
confirmed on a 60-36 vote svit.h
all of the "no'.' votes coming
and
Democrats
from
Democratic-leaning independent Jim Jeffords of Vermont.
He was quickly sworn in as
the nation's 80th attorney general hy Vice President Dick
Cheney in a private ceremony at
the White House. President
Bush. during his trip Thursday'
to North Dakota and Montana.
called Gonzales to congratulate
him after the vote.
Sen. Charles Schumer, D•
N.Y.. said. "I like and respect
Judge Gonzales as a person and
a's an inspiration." but "I am
unsure Judge Gonzales is the
right man for this crucial job."
!Slaty said they couldn't look
past his participation in administration policies they said had led
to abuse of prisoners that
occurred in Iraq. Afghanistan
and Guantanamo Bay, Cuba.
They also complained he
refused to ansv,er their questions on how those policies were
created inside the White House.
"Mr. Gonzales was at the
heart of the Bush administration's notorious decision to
authorize our forces to commit
flagrant acts of torture in the
interrogation of detainees." said
Sen. Edward Kennedy. D-Mass.
The ACLU already is calling
for Gonzales to remove himself
from any torture investigations
by the Justice Department. and
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AP Fie Photo

Attorney general nominee Alberto Gonzales applauds at
the start of his confirmation hearing on Capitol Hill in
Washington in this Jan. 6, 2005 file photo. Gonzales was
approved by the Senate for the Cabinet post in a 60-36
vote.
eled with Bush to Washington
after the president's 2000 victory. But some Democrats turned
against him after he sidestepped
questions during his confirmation hearing en what- advice he
gave Bush and other administration officials on the interrogation methods that could be used
pn suspected terrorists or witnesses.
Pressed on the issue,
Gonzales defended language in
whirh he labeled as "quaint"Geneva
the
of
some
Conventions' human rights protections for prisoners of war and
said they did not extend to alQaida and other suspected terrorists.
But he also declared,"
"Torture and abuse will not be
tolerated by this administration." He told senators that, as
attorney general. he would
"ensure the Department of
Justice aggressively pursues
those responsible for such
abhorrent actions."
Gonzales shouldn't be a
scapegoat for what happened
overseas. _Republicans said.
They also insinuated that the
Democrats wanted a big vote .
against Gonzales to keep Bush
At first, many Democrats had from making him the first
joined Republicans in praising Hispanic Supreme Court nomithe former state judge who tray- nee if a position comes open.

Schumer has suggested he not
participate in his department's
investigation into who inside the
administration leaked a CIA
employee's name.
His friendship with. Bush
does iuse some concern, critics
"Gonzales pledged to be
thf attorney, general of all
Americans. and not be in the
president's pocket." said ACLU
lawyer Christopher Anders. c.
Republicans say Gonzales
will do an excellent job as.atuarney general. praising him for
hov% he worked his way up to
being Bush's top lawyer in the
White House.
"His life story is inspiring,
and another shining example of
how the American dream can be
reality for all who are willing to
work for • it." said Senate
Majority Leader Bill Frist. RTenn.
Sen. Mel Martinez. R.:Fla..
the first Cuban-American senator. even broke with Senate tradition and praised Gonzales in
Spanish on the Senate floor on
Wednesday. "This is a breakthrough of incredible magnitude
for Hispanic-Americans." he
said in English.
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Oil-for-food exec disci lined

UNITED NATIONS (AP) — The United ran from December l9)6 to November 2003,
Nations VoVr ed to discipline two officials implicat- allowed sanctions-bound Iraq to sell oil to buy
ed in a report that detailed conflicts ofinterest and humanitarian supplies. But it allegedly became a
flawed management in the U.N. oil-for-food pro- way for Saddam to curry favor and push to end
gram. while the man leading the investigation sanctions — by awarding former government officials. activists, U.N. officials and journalists
warned that more revelations were forthcoming.
The interim report, released Thursday, zeroed vouchers for Iraqi oil that could then be resold at a
in on the chief of the oil-for-food program. Berton profit.
Allegations that the United Nations itself was
Sevan. saying Saddam Hussein's regime awarded
oil allocations in his name to a trading company enmeshed in corrupt practices in the program led
Annan to appoint former Federal Reserve
between 1998 and 2001.
It said Sevan had "seriously undermined the Chairman Paul Volcker to. investigate. Several
integrity of the United Nations" and suggested he U.S. congressional teams are also looking into it.
Volcker told The Associated Press that the
May have received kickbacks, possibly using an
investigation found no "systematic mismanageaunt to mask his trail.
Sevan has denied he eNer received any money. ment" of the oil-for-food program. But he said
Based on the report. Secretary-General Kofi there were serious problems.
Annan will discipline Sevan and another U.N.
He told AP he hoped that'his report, which also
official. Joseph Stephanides, who may have "taint- detailed investigations into U.N. administrative
ed" bidding for an oil-for-food contract, said Mark expenses, internal audits and procurement, will
Malloch Brown. Annan's chief of staff.
begin to answer serious questions raised by critics
The $60 billion oil-for-food program, which of the United Nations.
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Jackson's career night
rescues Racers, 73-69
Junior makes
most of minutes
with 18 points,
six rebounds
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
Reggie Jackson couldn't
have picked a better time to have
a breakout game.
With the Racers struggling to
keep up with an inspired Eastern
Illinois squad, Jackson came to
the rsscue with a career-high 18
points and grabbed six rebounds
in 20 minutes of work as Murray
State held on to top the Panthers
73-69
in
Ohio
Valley
Conference action Thursday
night at the Regional Special
Events Center.
The win, coupled with
Tennessee Tech's 64-57 loss at
Samford, leaves the Racers (127, 7-2 OVC) in a three-way tie
for first place in the OVC standings with the Golden Eagles
(12-8, 7-2) and Bulldogs (12-8,
7-2).
Murray's ascension up the.
conference ladder wouldn't
have been possible without the
exploits of the little-used
Jackson, who was averaging just
9.9 minutes per game entering
last night's play.
However, the 6-foot-8 junior

E ILIJNOIS(512)
Patterson 5-5 0-2 10, Tandy 4-7 6-7 14,
Cindy 4-13 5-7 15, Gomes 5-10 2-2 13,
Catchings 3-5 0-0 7, Sinclair 1-2 2-4 4,
Wright 2-4 0-0 4, Gobczyriski 0-2 2-2 2.
Totals 24-48 17-24 69.
MURRAY sr.(12-7)
Witherspoon 2-6 1-2 5, Johnson 1-5 00 2, Pearson 8-18 1-2 23, Jenne( 2-7 45 8, Hopkins 4-5 0-0 11, Dansby 0-3 000, Orr 3-8 0-0 6, Jackson 5-6 8-13 18,
Gnftnh 0-1 0-0 0. Totals 25-59 14-22
73
Halftime — Murray St 35-34 3-Point
Goals — E Illinois 4-14 (Dildy 2-8,
GOMOS 1 - 1 . CaldlingS 1-2. Wnght 0-1,
Gobczynski 0-2), Murray St 9-23
(Pearson 6-11, Hopkins 3-3. Dansby 02, Jender 0-2. On 0-2, Witherspoon 03). Footed Out — Jackson Rebounds
— E. Ulinois 31 (Gobczynslu 8), Murray
St. 29 (Johnson. Witherspoon 7).
Assists — E Illinois 16 (Dildy 5),
Murray St 16 (Orr 5) Total Fouls —
E Illinois 20, Murray St 20- A —
3,853

has e won without him."
Often in Cronin's doghouse
for his lack of defense and
rebounding, Jackson stepped up
his efforts in both areas by
recording nine deflections — a
favorite Cronin statistic — to go
along with the six boards.
"It feels pretty good to be out
there because I worked pretty
hard for playing time this
week," Jackson noted. "I knew I
had to pick it up out there. It was
going to be a tough game if I
didn't play defense."
Statistically, there was little
doubt that very few Racers
played defense in the first half.
Eastern Illinois(8-12, 3-6) —
playing without the services of
head coach Rick Samuels, who
missed the contest because of a
death in his family — came out
of the gates on fire offensively,
shooting 59.1 percent(13-of-22)
from the field in the first 20 minutes.
In the half, the Panthers
knocked down several open
shots from the perimeter and
repeatedly beat the Racers down
the floor for easy transition baskets.
Jackson's 10 points and 12
from sophomore guard Trey
Pearson, who scored a gamehigh 23, kept things close for
MSU. which actually led 35-34

center earned the extra minutes
he was granted on Thursday.
-There was no doubt among
our coaching staff that the guy
was going to play well," said
Murray head coach Mick Cronin
of Jackson. "I respect a guy that
is unhappy he is not playing,
then comes in and does something about it.
"Reggie did something about
it every day in practice this
week. He came out to improve
his situation. He was at least one
guy who was excited to play
(Thursday). ... We wouldn't •See JACKSON Page 2B
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Murray State guard Trey Pearson (0) moves around a pick set by teammate Reggie
Jackson during the first half of the Racers'73-69 triumph over Eastern Illinois Thursday
night at the RSEC. Pearson scored a game-high 23 points on 8-of-18 shooting, while
Jackson delivered a breakout performance with 18 points and six rebounds

_LatesurgeTushes Lady Forme
UO coac
Racers past Eastern
Special to the Ledger & Times
The Murray State Lady Racers
scored the last seven points the game
to claim a 76-70 Ohio Valley
Conference win over visiting Eastern
Illinois Thursday night at the Regional
Special Events Center.
Head coach Joi Felton improved to
3-0 against the Panthers for her career,
but it took a late rally for MSU to claim
the victory.
After Eastern Illinois took a 39-36
lead at halftime, the lead seesawed
throughout the second half, with 13
lead changes and seven ties in the last
20 minutes.
Murray State (8-12, 4-5 OVC) led
67-64 on a tie-breaking 3-pointer by
junior forward Jessie Hirsch with 5:42
left, but back-to-back layups by EIU's
Pam O'Connor gave the Panthers a 6867 lead.
Sophomore guard Gerraca
Matthew hit a fast-break layup to give
Murray the lead back with 2:45
remaining, but a basket by EIU's
Megan Casad gave Eastern Illinois (812, 1-8 OVC)its final lead of the game
with 3:04 left.
Senior guard Rebecca Remington
hit a layup to give the Lady Racers the
lead back for good at 71-70 with 2:45

a

r
Imes p oto
Freshman guard Alaina Lee (20) drives against the defense of Eastern
Illinois' Megan Casad (12) during the Lady Racers' 76-70 victory over the
Lady Panthers Thursday night at the RSEC. Lee, who had 10 points on the
night, was one of four MSU players to score in double figures.

left, and baskets by sophomore guard
Ashley Hayes and Matthews put MSU
ahead 75-70 with 23 seconds remain
ing. A free throw by freshman guard
Shaleea Petty with 17 seconds left
closed out the scoring.
Remington got her second doubledouble of the season with 18 points and
a career-high-tying II rebounds.
Matthews added 13 points and a
game-high seven steals — the thirdmost in Lady Racer history and the
most for any Lady Racer since Heather
Bates swiped seven against Belmont
on_No`v. 27, I999.'
Hirsch scored II off the bench.
while freshman guard Alaina Lee
added 10 points. Remington and Petty
each had a team-high three assists,
while Petty grabbed five rebounds.
Eastern Illinois was paced by
O'Connor's 20 points and'fiVe
rebounds. Casad added 12 points and
four assists, while Janelle Cazy had 10
points off the bench. Megan Sparks
had nine points, seven rebounds and
four assists, while Sarah Riva handed
out a game-high seven assists to go
with six rebounds.
MSU continues this five-game
homestand on Saturday versus
Southeast Missouri State at 5:15 p.m.

Smith leaves game like he played
DALLAS (AP) — Even in
the way he retired. Emmitt
Smith showed a knack for reading blocks and picking the right
hole.
He said goodbye Thursday at
the Super Bowl, surrounded by
football's biggest stars and
swarms of media. Better yet, it
happened to be in his home state
of Florida, where he broke onto
the scene as a high school sensation then became a college star.
And, best- of all, he went out
on his own terms.
Although he didn't crack
20,000 career yards as he hoped,

Smith knew he wouldn't get the
chance, at least not from the
only two teams he'd consider.
So it didn't make much sense to
stick around.
"I'm happy." Smith said during a tearful, hourlong news
conference. "I've given everything I could possibly give to the
game."
Closing the book on Smith's
record-shattering career revives
the debate about where he ranks
among the NFL's greatest running backs.
With Smith, though. the point
isn't whether he belongs ahead

to bring
,Fla. Atlantic
to.Louisville

in style

of. behind or between the likes Bowl.
of Jim Brown, Walter Payton
Then there are the records:
and Barry Sanders. What mat- most carries (4,409), yards
ters is that Smith belongs in the (18,355), rushing touchdowns
conversation.
(164) and 100-yard games (78).
Told he was too small and too
AP
slow to make it at the next level
pretty much from the time he Former Arizona Cardinals
began playing football. Smith and Dallas Cowboys runlacked blazing speed, jaw-drop- ning back Emmit Smith,
ping moves or a battering run- left, pauses during a news
ning style. His trademark was conference
where
he
more tangible — accomplish- announced his retirement
ments, as in four rushing titles, Thursday at the Prime
F.
three Super Bowl champiOsborn Convention Center
onships and MVP awards for the
regular season and the Super in Jacksonville, Fla.

Patriots can put dynastic touch on franchise with win Sunday.

JACKSONVILLE, Fla. (AP) —
New England Patriots vs. Philadelphia
Eagles in Super Bowl 2005. And 2006.
And 2007.
Don't laugh. Both franchises are
built to last, as much as any team can
last in the topsy-turvy NFL of the
salary-cap, free agency era.
Whether the Eagles win their first
NFL championship since 1960 on
Sunday. or the Patriots become the second team to win three Super Bowls in
four years, both will be favorites to win
conference titles next season. There is
nothing fluky about either franchise.
"We try to use the same formula we
use in business," Patriots owner Robert
Kraft said. "And the primary thing is to
get good people. And when you get
good people who have a long-term
commitment and share your vision on

IMO/

how you want to do things. then good
things can happen."
Such as dominating the NFL in a
period when parity is rampant and 8-8
teams make the playoffs. Not only has
Kraft hired the right people — coach
Bill Belichick, vice president of player
personnel Scott Pioli — but Belichick
and Pioli have brought in players who
perfectly fit in Fox
.
That's h
uck. re, they found
Tom Brady in the sixth round of the
2000 draft, but they also held onto
Brady by keeping four quarterbacks
that season, the only team to do so,
Pioli said. And when Drew Bledsoe got
hurt in the second game of 2001. in
stepped Brady. who has yet to lose a
playoff game.
New England drafts well, particularly after the first round. Under the cur-

-The system is a system that a player has to be selfless, have to be
extremely competitive because of the
very competitive environment, and it
takes a lot of discipline," Pioli said.
"When you talk about discipline, it's
not about how long their hair is, or how
much jewelry they wear. We have certain expectations of guys being in the
rent regime, the Pats have also gotten right place at the
right time and doing
receiver David Givens, center Dan their job a
certain way."
Koppen, cornerback Asante Samuel
That's also where the versatility
and defensive lineman Jarvis Green in comes into play. So
star receiver Troy
the fourth round or lower. In the second Brown
can become a nickel hack.
round have come starters Matt Light, Linebackers Willie
McGinest. Tedy
Deion Branch and Eugene Wilson.
Bruschi and Mike Vrabel can pop up
The Patriots search for a specific anywhere on the field. Five receivers
fit
kind of player in the draft and, especial- into the passing game,
and Brady seems
ly. in free agency. They always seem to comfortable throwing to any
of them.
find them: versatile, unselfish and eager
When Belichicic sought a running
to prove themselves.
back to balance the offense. the Patriots

traded tor Corey Dillon. who was
labeled a malcontent in Cincinnati. It
turned out Dillon's problem was dealing with all the losing the Bengals do.
As a Patriot, he set a team rushing
record and could be a key against the
Eagles.
New England is facing the possibility of losing clutch kicker Adam
Vinatieri. receiver David Patten and
starting guard Joe Andruzzi as free
agents. And star cornerback Ty Law,
whose 2005 salary cap hit is a prohibitive $12.5 million.
More likely, as Brady noted, those
teammates will stay.
"Anyone who plays on the Pats
understands that our goal is a team
goal." he said. "You make sacrifices to
fit into a general structure of what the
team is trying to accomplish."
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Dawn Odell, right, of Columbus, Ohio, captured first
place in one Open 4-Wheel Drive competition at the
19th annual Ou\
aw
If Championship Tractor & Truck
Pull, held last eekend at the West Kentucky
Exposition CenterIo Murray. Odell was last year's
National 4-Wheel Drive competition.

Winners announced in
local tractor, truck pull
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The'winners Of last weekend's 19th annual Outlaw
Championship Tractor &
Truck Pull have been
announced.
Friday's
and
Last
competition
Saturda
crowned winners in the Open
Four Wheel Drive, Open Two
Wheel Drive. Economs Hot
Rod and Pro Stock Four
Wheel Drive cqmpetitions.
On Friday. Larry Douthit
took first place in the Open
Four Wheel Drive event.
Nathan Replogle finished second and Brian Smith took
third.
In the Open Two Wheel
Drive competition. Jimmy
Mattingly took the first-place
finish. Coming in second and
third respectively were Chris
Hill and Mark Ogbum.
In the Economy Hot Rod
event. Rod Kenney grabbed
the top spot. Billy Kerr followed in second place and

Mark Fryman came in third.
Randell Miller was the Pro
Stock Four Wheel Drive winner. Wes'Kitchens took second place, while Kevin
Bollinger tingled third.
In Saturday's competitions, Dawn Odell was the
winner of the Open Four
Wheel Drive event. Brian
Smith came in second and
Shane Greer settled for third.
Mattingly returned to also
win Saturday's Open Four
Wheel Drive race. Hill was
second for the second straight
night, and Marty Niese finished third.
• Roger Neal earned the
Economy Hot Rod championship on Sateday - one
night after finishing fourth in
the competition. Chucky
StIngley was second and
Fryman took third.
The Pro Stock Four Wheel
Drive results were a carbon
copy of Friday's, as Miller,
Kitchens and Bollinger fmished firrstcond and third.
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with 1:57 to play, pulling the
From Page 1B
Panthers to within three (70-67).
at the halftime break thanks to a But Jenifer and Pearson made 3buzzer-beating layup by Justin of-4 free throws in the final 12
On.
seconds to escape with the win.
The fact that his ball club had
Pearson, who leads the team
the lead at the intermission was in- scoring at 15.6 points per
of little consolation to Cronin.
game, highlighted the Racers'
"You're not going to w in 42-percent (25-of-59) shooting
very many games w hen you effort by going 6-01-11 from 3give up 59 percent field goal point range. The 6-2 sophomore
shooting," he said. "Fortunately. has now hit 30 3-pointers in his
we got that down to 42 percent last six games, and his increased
in the second half, and we did shooting has pleased Cronin.
get some stops when we had to."
"I'm quite pleased with his
Eastern Illinois continued its 18 shots," said the MSU coach.
torrid shooting early in the sec- "k's not secret that our offense
ond half, as a long jumper by goes through him. The one thing
Josh Gonies put the Panthers in that still concerns me is that he
front 50-46 with:12:59 to go. At lets up too often. Great,players
that point, EIU was shooting at a never let up. But it's something
63-percent clip.
he's working through,"
The Panthers held the lead
Despite his scant offensive
for as late as the 7:56 mark. But. numbers -just six points in 29
Murray pulled ahead for good minutes-Orr also made a poson a pair of free throws from itive impact with five key assists
Keith Jenifer and a 3-pointer by for a short-handed MSU ball
Pearson. Jackson then followed club, which was playing without
with a dunk and • Darnell the services of junior forward
Hopkins'drained a trey as the lssian Redding, who was away
Racers eventually built a 10- mourning the loss of a family
point(70-60)cushion.
member.
EIU made one last charge,
"Justin's activity and his
putting together a 6-0 run over passing are making us a better
the next minute that was capped team," CroGs-a-di.
by a Bobby Catchings' triple
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KENTUCKY PREP SCORES
Thursday's Games
&lc
Barbourville 62, Heath 47
Boyle Co. 59, Harrodsburg 44
Hazard 41, Bishop Eitossart 30
June Buchanan 57, Whitesburg 51
Leslie Co. 71, Owsley Co 68
Lexington Christian 72. liAetcatte Co 57
Lyon Co. 67, Christian Fellowship 60
Newport Central Catholic 66, Lou
Chnstien Academy 42
O'boro Catholic 47, Campoeitsvite 35
Rowan Co. 72. Menitee Co 58
Somerset 61, Carroll Co 40
South Floyd 72. Elliott Co 60
Union Co 70, Providence 47
Univ. Heights 68. Lou Shawnee 59
Gins
Belfry 70, Allen Central 52
Boone Co 45. Conner 23
Boyd Co 48, Russet 42
Bracken Co 57. Fleming Co 51 OT
Campbell Co 53. Pendleton Co 47
Cawood 57 Everts 48

Clay Co. 6OM6rtP Laurel 34
Beachwood 32
Oeme1g
D,x4e$gtltS 46, Calvary Christian 37
EvAnsville Mater Der, Ind., 81,
Madisonville-North Hopkins 77 OT
Fairview 55. Ironton St Joe, Ohio 39
Gallatin Co 38, Henry Co. 36
Hart Co. 81. John Hardin 49
Holmes 62, Ryle 58
Lawrence Co. 48,'Paintsville 47
Lewis Co. 66. Augusta 59
Lou Mercy 54, Lou Butler 46
Madison Sou. 62. West Jessamine 42
Medora, Ind 53, Lou. Por Christian 20
Muhlenberg North 74, McLean Co 35
New Albany. Ind.. 54, Lou. Ballard 41
°mystery Co 61, Leslie Co. 59
Portsmouth. Ohio 55, Paul Blazer 54
Prestonsburg 64, Piarist 32
Pulaski SW 41, McCreary Central 40
Rowan Co. 56, Morgan Co. 33
Russell Co. 57, Casey Co. 39
Sheldon Clark 58. East Ridge 53
St. Henry 67, Lloyd Memorial 42
Williamsburg 66, Knox Central 45

Way To Go!

LeBron tolle secondyoungest All-Star starter
ron James has already had his
share of accomplishments in his
young NBA career.
He's the reigning rookie of
the year, often gets mentioned as
an MVP candidate, has more
fame and fortune than he'll ever"
need and has transformed the
Cleveland Cavaliers into a playoff contender.
But fames ranked Thursday's
news among his career highlights: The kid is now an AllStar.
• The 20-year-old James will
be the second-youngest starter
in All-Star game history, after
collecting more votes thany
other Eastern ConferenfTguard
'in fan balloting. Only Kobe
Bryant, who was 19 when he
made his All-Star debut in 1998,
made an earlier appearance at
the NBA's midseason showcase.
"It means a lot, man. It means
a lot because it's part of the
fans," said James,the only NBA
player averaging at least 25

points, seven rebounds and
seven assists this seasons. "The
fans do all the voting. To know
I've got that 'many fans, you
know,it's a light in my heart and
one of the best things that's happened to me."
The other nine starters for the
Feb. 20 game in Denver are all
All-Star returnees.

Yao Mint of thc Houston
Rockets received a- record
2,558,278 votes in winning the
starting spot at center for the
Western Conference for the third
straight year. He will line up
alongside Minnesota's Kevin
Garnett, Tim Duncan of San
Antonio, the Lakers' Bryant and
Houston's Tracy McGrady.
Miami center Shaquille
O'Neal's 2,488,089 votes
topped the East balloting and
easily earned him his 12th AllStar trip. -He'll be joined by
James, Philadelphia's Allen
Iverson, New Jersey's Vince
Carter and Orlando's Grant Hill.

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo

Murray State University President Dr. King
Alexander co6gratulates Lady Racer golfer Christi
Baron for Aer academic achievements. MSU recognized several of its student-athletes for their successes in the classroom during a ceremony at halftime of the Racer basketball team's victory over
Eastern Illinois Thursday night.

Tar Heels trample N.C. State
CHAPEL HILL, N.C. (AP)
-Herb Sendek got an up-close
look at North Carolina freshman
Marvin Williams for the first
time. The North Carolina State
coach saw plenty.
"He is just an awesome talent, he really is," Sendek said."I
don't think there is anything he
can't do."
Williams had a season-high
20 points on a wide array of
shots, Rashad McCants scored
18 and Sean May had another
double-double, helping the second-ranked Tar Heels beat North

RACER

BASKETBALL

=00411B-Z0130

Murra
vs. SEM°
Saturday, Feb. 5
Lady Racers 5:15 p.m.
Racers 7:15 p.m.
Scout Day
Murray State Staff Appreciation Day
Corporate Game Sponsor: albank.

Regional Special Events Center

TICKETS: 762-4895

Carolina State 95-71 on
Thursday night.
With an illness circulating
through the team, Williams
joined coach Roy Williams in
taking intravenous fluids before
the game.
"He got it on Saturday night,
and I didn't get it Until Monday
night," Roy Williams said.
"Hopefully, three days from
now, I'll look like Marvin."
Raymond Felton added 10
assists for North Carolina(18-2,
7-I Atlantic Coast Conference),

which has won 18 of 19. May
finished with 16 points and 14
rebounds to make up for leading
scorer Jawad Williams finishing
with six points, 10 under his
average.
"I'm comfortable," Marvin
Williams said. "I feel like I can
shoot 'em."
- In other games involving
ranked teams Thursday, it was:
No. 13 Washington 99. Southern
California 69; No. 14 Arizona
97, California 76; and No. 17
Gonzaga 68, Saint Mary's 63.

ALLIED
HOME MORTGAGE
CAPITAL CORPORATION
AMERICA'S LARGEST COAST-TO-COAST • NOW IN MURRAY
• Been told "no" by others? Glve us a call or come by our office!
• We have programs that allow us to say "yes"
to your home purchase or refinance.
• Call or come by today for your free pre-approval!

200 Poplar St. • Murray, KY
Phone 270-753-7665 or Toll Free 888-246-4093

TV, radio
All Times CST
Friday,•Fsb. 4
BOXING
8 p.m.
ESPN2- Lightweights Edner Cherry
(17-2-2) vs Ricky Guiles (36-6-3), at
Hollywood Fla
10 p.m.
SHO -Junior werterweights. David
Diaz (26-0-0) vs Kendall Holt (17-1-0),
junior welterweights, Oscar Diaz (18-1-0) vs Al Gonzales (16-1-1), at
Mashantucket, Conn
GOLF
3 p.m.
USA -PGA Tour. FBR Open, second
round, at Scottsdale Anz
11 p.m.
TGC- European PGA Tour, Heineken
Classic, third round, at Black Rock,
Australia (same-day tape)
NBA
6 p.m.
ESPN - Dallas at Indiana
8:30 p.m.
ESPN - Houston at Minnesota

Local
HIGH SCHOOL BASKETBALL
7 p.m.
WNBS - Calloway Cc Lakers at
Murray High Tigers

Couldn't Hake It To The Game?
We've Got You Coveredi
Catch All The
Basketball Action
et On MES Channel 15
QffliVEEK'S FEATURED GA
MHS Tigers vs.
Pi 5K

Calloway County
Catch The Replays Midnight Feb. 4
& 8 a.m., 1 p.m. & 7 p.m. Feb. 5
ONLY ON HES CHANNEL 15

ap.,,w+41.4111111.
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RAWER
Murray State
University
OVC Standings
Q1c Ausianws

Murra
y State

7-1
7-2
7-2
6-3
6-4
5-4
5-4
3-6
3-6
1-8
0-9

12-7
12-8
12-8
8-13
14-7
10-10
10-13
9-11
8-12
4-16
5-17

acertiasketilaii
Murray State vs. SE Missouri

Sarnford
Tennessee Tech
Austin Petty
Eastern Kentucky
Southeast Missoun
Tennessee State
Morehead State
Eastern Illinois
Tennessee-Martin
Jacksonville Stat,
Tiseedrit, Feb. 1
Eastern Kentucky 83, Morehead St 69
Thursday, Feb. 3
Samford 64, Tennessee Tech 57
lifurrey Stets 73, Eastern Illinois 09
Austin Peay 80 Jacksonville State 69
SEMO 75, Tennessee-Mann 68
Tennessee State 75, Eastern Ky 63
Saturday, Feb.5
Austin Peay at Samford -2 pm.
Eastern Illinois at UT-Martin -6 p.m.
SEMO at Murray State -7:15 p.m.
Tenn Tecti at Jax State -730 p.m.
Morehead at Tenn State -7:30 p.m.

Saturday, Feb. 5,2005• 7:15 p.m.
RSEC • Murray, Ky.
The 2004-05 'season has been an Reggie Golson, is also showing up at
interesting one for Southeast Missouri the top of the OVC's individual statisState, to say the least.
tics. The 6-7, 195-pounder was averagProjected to' finish seventh in the ing 16.7 ppg. and was the league's leadOhio Valley Conference standings in a ing rebounder (8.7 rpg.) entering
preseason poll released by the league, week's action.
SEMO has become a surprise contender
Th2 Redhawks are also getting an
in a jumbled conference race. '
assist fr9m former Murray State signee
Four of Southeast's nine OVC games Terrick Willoughby. The 6-4 sophomore
have been decided by seven points or - who signed with the Racers under
less. However, SEMO has just one win former MSU coach Tevester Anderson
in those four outings and is 5-4 in but was later released when Mick
league play following last night's victo- Cronin took over before the 2003-04
ry at Tennessee-Martin.
season - is averaging just over nine
Southeast also endurN a nickname points (9.1) per outing and is shooting
change during the middle bf the season, over 44 percent from the field in an
retiring the long-standing "Indians" average of 27.8 minutes per game.
moniker and replacing it with
"They definitely have a lot of fire"Redhawks."
power with Golson and Gonner."
The nickname game has worked so Cronin said. They can score the ball.
far for SEMO, which is a perfect 4-0 That's what makes them scary."
since the switch in early January.
SEMO has had scant success against
Also helping the cause is the play of the Racers since joining the OVC in
forward Dainmon Gonner. The 6-foot- 1991. MSU leads the all-time series by
6. 20-pound senior has emerged on the a margin of 38-15, including a 19-6
OVC scene from virtually nowhere to advantage in games played in Murray.
make a bid for league Player of the Year The Racers also hold the edge in games
honors. He led the conference in scor- played at Cape Girardeau, Mo., leading
ing at 20.4 points per game, was fifth in in those games 17-8.
rebounding (7.0) and first in steals
The, Racers currently hold a three
(3.88) entering Thursday's play.
game winning streak in the series after
His teammate, fellow senior forward losing at SEMO in January 2003.

Laseatleadars
%Mk=
Dainmon Gonner SEMO(204 prig)

Elatioansttes:
Raw* Golson, TSU (8.8 rpg )

Walker Russell JSU (7 4 apg

Photo courtesy of gosoutheast corn

SE Missouri Facts
Location
Cape Girardeau, Mo.
Founded
1873
9,618
Enrollment
Colors
Red & Black
Anna
-Show Ms C,enterr7 000
President-.-Arrifennset W Dobbons
IT
AD
Don Kaventan
2004-05 Record
9-10
Lettenvinners Returning/Lost
6/5
Starters Returning/lost
411

ead
Gary
Gamer's
Record
St SEMO
1997-98 14-13
1998-99 20-9
1999-00 24-7
2000-01 18-12
2001-02 6-22
2002-CO 11-19
2003-04 11-16
2004-05 10-10
Career
Record:
361-365

ch

Garner

fri

SEMO's Terrick Willoughby dunks during a
game earlier this year. The 6-foot-4, 180pound sophomore, a one-time Murray State
signee, is averaging 9.1 points and 1.3
assists per game in an average of 27.8 minutes for the Redhawks this season.

Probable Starters
Murray State
Keith Jenifer
Trey Pearson
Darnell Hopkins
Pearson Griffith
Shawn Witherspoon

Pos.

Min.
29.4
31.5
23.5
14.9
23.4

Ppg.
6.8
15.2
12.0
3.7
10.2

FG%
.370
.464
.428
.353
.593

Asst.
4.1
3.5
1.4
0.5
1.5

Reb.
2.8
3.6
2.7
4.2
5.4

Southeast Missouri
Dainmon Gonner
Reggie Golson
Derek Winans
Terrick Willoughby
Paul Paradoski

Pos.

Min.
37.2
33.1
27.5
27.8
23.4

Ppg.
20.4
16.7
9.7
9.1
2.2

FG%
.436
.562
.405
.449
.341

Asst.
2.1
1.6
2.0
1.3
3.4

Reb.
7.0
8.7
2.2
2.5
1.8

Around,
'
the OVC10

Serntend 64,
Tennessee Tech 51 7,
BIRMINGHAM. Ala. (
.•
- J Robert Merntt scored.
points and had a g
eight rebounds to
Samford to a 64-57
over Tennessee Tech on
Thursday
Jon Mills added 12
for Samford (12-8, 7-2 Oh
Valley Conference) and B
Boerian had 10. The
shot 51.2 percent from tie.'
field and led 32-19 at halftime.
Willie Jenkins scored a
game-high 24 points for
Tennessee Tech (12-8, 7-2)
and shot 10-01-19 from 3-point
range.
SE Missouri 75,
Tenn.-Martin 68
MARTIN, Tenn. (AP) Dainmon Gonner scored 27
points as Southeast Missoun
beat Tennessee-Martin 75-68
Thursday night.
Temck Willoughby scored
17 points to lead Southeast
Missouri (10-10, 5-4.
The Skyhawks struggled
from 3-point range. hitting 2ot-10.
Tennessee State was led
in scoring by Cleve Woodfork
with 21.
Tennessee St. 75,
E. Kentucky 63
NASHVILLE, Tenn.(AP)Wayne Arnold scored 22
points as Tennessee State
beat Eastern Kentucky 75-63
Thursday night.
The Tigers led 34-25 at the
half, but Eastern Kentucky
pulled within four points at
15:30 before falling behind by
as many as 13 in the second
half.
Tennessee State's Bruce
Price scored 18 points and
Rod Flowers and Eric King
added 13 each

\bur friends at

en

LINCOLN
MERCURY

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury
at

701 Main St.• Murray •(270) 753-5273 • www.parkerford.com

We've Got All Your
Local Sports Covered...

PON'T MISS A THING!
SU/SCKI1E TODAY!

OT
EDGER& IMES

Visit Us At One Of Our Four Convenient Locations
200A N. 12TH ST.
MURRAY, KY
270-753-3086

417 S. 6TH ST.
MAYFIELD, KY
270-251-0640

325 MAIN ST.
BENTON, KY
270-527-0110

Sapori0114 Wok

SIIPOSPedats
Lasagna Family Pack
10-12 Servings

Spaghetti Family Pack
10-12 Servings
2 loavee of garlic bread with each family pack
Now thru Super Bowl Sunday• Carry-out only

MURRAY

Your Only Hometown Newspaper
1001 Whitnell Avenue • 753-1916

HWY 641 SOUTH
HAZEL, KY
270-492-8839

9

Pizza's
•
25% off!

SUPER BOWL 4D

steamy
.way

44

OPEN
7 DAYS
A WEEK!

Pa fiat!
Pizza & Malmo Rr•taympt nowt IV:

970 Chestnut Street • Murray

CALL FOR
CARRY-OUT

753-2975
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Watergate
By JIM VERTUNO
Associated Press Writer

AUSTIN, Texas (AP) — While the
identity of"Deep Throat" is still a wellguarded secret, the first installment of
notes and quotes scribbled by
Washington Post reporters Bob
Woodward and Carl Bernstein while
covering the Watergate scandal are now
available to the public.
"We told the story from our perspec-live as well as we could. Other people
should have a look at the stuff,"
Bernstein said Thursday at the

Universii) of Texas' Harry Ransom spiracy to disrupt the 1972 presidential
Humanities Research Center, which election. Their reporting won the
Pulitzer Prize.
purchased the materials for $5 million
"After a day or two, you could see it
in 2003.
going to be a really important
was
the
reporters,
the
with
deal
Under a
Ransom Center is responsible for cata- story," Bernstein said.
loguing and preparing the documents ./ Taking a brief tour of an exhibit ot
hastily-jotted notes. diagrams drawn on
for public release.
Self-described "pack rats" who kept notebook paper and transcripts of interdozens of boxes of materials, views and photographs of some of the
Woodward and Bernstein said they prominent players in the story, the
were meticulous about saving notes reporters said the public should be
from their reporting for The given a chance to scrutinize their work
$.Va.shington Post that exposed a con- three decades later.

Woodward and Bernstein, then 29 charges.
the
Ultimately, the materials at
respectively, were the first
than
more
include
reporters to establish the connection Ransom Center will
notebooks, memos.
between Nixon aides and the Jwie 1972 250 pocket-sized
movie manuclippings,
drafts,
story
National
break-in at the Democratic
memorabilia.
and
photographs
Washington's scripts,
Headquarters - in
Any documents that could reveal the
Watergate complex.
will he kept
Nixon, who faced almost-certain fabled "Deep Throat"
location in
undisclosed
an
at
secure
impeachment by the House and convicdeath. source's
the
tion in the Senate for his role in the Washington until
dozen
several
of
identities
the
While
scandal, resigned in August 1974. Forty
100
nearly
confidential,
government officials and members of sources remain
in
disclosed
are
—
deceased
now
Nixon's re-election committee were — all
notes.
of
installment
first
the
felony
on
convicted
indicted and

and 2t,

The Kentucky Cycle, Part 1 aditions held at Playhouse
in the Park
announces auditions for the second show of the s;.005 season.
the Kentucky premier of The
Kentucky Cycle, Part I by
Robert Schenkkan.
Auditions are slated for Feb.
28 and March I from 6-9pm at
Playhouse in the Park. An
ensemble of 14 men and 6
women, ranging in age from
teens to sixties, is needed to perform multiple roles.
Part 1 of the cycle is set for
production this season, with an
outdoor remounting of the entire
cycle planned for 2005
In this Pulitzer Prize winning
series of nine short plays in two
parts, Schenkaan has created a
mesmerizing epic saga of rural
Kentucky and an unblinking
look at the truth behind our
American mythology.
Spanning two centuries and
seven generations, the entire
cycle tells the story of three families and a parcel of Eastern
Kentucky land whose lives are
irrevocably intertwined.
From the darker realities of
our pioneer heritage to the
bloody lessons of the civil war.
from the inspiring battles of
union coal m* ers to the harsh
economic
environmental
, The
legacy. of strip
fling
Kentucky Cycle i
t the
and unsentimental
unded
men and women w
this country and a powerful allegory for our times.
Executive Artistic Director
Ross Bolen will direct the epic
drama and the scope of the piece
is not lost on him.
Playhouse

Artists
reception
tonight at
Eagle Gallery
The Clara M. Eagle Gallery
at Murray State University presents Recent Works, by artists C.
Todd Birdsong of Paducah, Ky.,
Ron Buffington, Professor of
of
University
'Art from
Tennessee at Chattanooga and
Went Oglesbee, Associate
Professor of Art from Western
Kentucky State University in
Bowling Green.
The show features the digital
photography of Birdsong focusing on the series "Memories .of
Dixon Farm," the painting and
monotype prints of Buffington,
and the humor, reflection and
the opportunity to view art "in
action" from Oglesbee.
There will be an artist's
reception today from 6:30-8
p.m- with a gallery talk by the
artists. In addition, the reception
will include the painting exhibition on the 7th floor gallery by
Murray State University painting students, under the instruction of Professors Sarah
Gutwirth and Dick Dougherty.
All gallery events are free
and open to the public. The
University gallery is located on
the 6th floor of the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Building at the corner
of 15th and Olive streets on the
campus of Murray State
University.

'Despite the Pulitzer Prize tunity to do this play and when 1
and critical success of the play, could find no evidence of any
productions haveheen few and previous Kentucky. based profar between, including no seri- duction, it seemed that now was
ous attempt at production in the the time to go for it. The amount
commonwealth of Kentucky of talent available in this region
has always amazed me and I
itself." Bolen noted.
The chance to be the first have no doubt that we can find
producing organization in the the horses to pull this off. But I
state to attempt mounting the .kruiw this will also mean
epic drama played no small part expanding our recruitment
in the decision to pursue it now. efforts outside of Murray and
Calloway County."
"1 have longed for an oppor-

Ear, Nose & Throat
Phillip klapper. M.D.
- Hearing Aids - No Refemils Required Coil for Appointment (270) 759-4811
300 sitar, 8th Strt.'et

Suite 304E- -

Gm.

Murray, KY 42071
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We're Still Celebrating
The Grand Opening Of Our New
Murray Store at 3060 Hwy. 641 North!

p.

p.

(Former location of Wiggins Furniture)

This is your LAST CHANCE To Save
With Our Special Celebration Prices!
4

13 MONTHS

NO PAYMENT/NO INTEREST!*
REGISTER TO WIN DOOR PRIZES!
:••••••1

* A s3,000 Room Makeover
* Lane Recliner
* Serta Mattress Set
No purchase necessary to enter

-

449
Alpine
Dining Room

'
•t!

1

0111"

1
4

YOUR CHOICE!

Table & 6 Chairs

OR China Cabinet

Baja-Mosaic Sofa

$899

$499
Great Deals On Name Brands!
• Broyhill • Thomasville
• Rowe • Serta• Lane
• Vaughan • Ashley
• Plus Much, Much More!

Anhurst Bedroom
Queen Bed, Dresser A Mirror, Nightstand
Sale $
ilUA

0

411

,599
. s1,899

Serta
•pr

Thomasville Sofas

•
&riacase
Cakry•

Starting At
0,..

T.

I•5

II

VISA

Aimeletaase
Available

1101,117•esiday14 ••11ay 144
305 Noisti Nide Street Salton. KY
527-3481 • 1.600509-6224
45? South 16th Street Paducah, KY
442-44165 • 1 6004504224 0•••••41,
3060 Hwy. 641 North
753-0309

Mows.of Kosey-11111oolso refeturre, tee.
Visit ee at war.v.fteashuphorettere.ceue

Murray, KY
aa.area
rem Si

•e-
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•letuiwn & King\
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"
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!71iotnastille
Gallety

Open
Highway 60 • A Hoff kW Fast.1 1-24
Sunday Pashicali, KY 442-4453 • 1400-711141224
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REMEMBER! AT FLEMING FURNITURE ALL WE Do Is SAVE YOU MONEY!

iiiie Hu 1.141 North
‘turra.1%
I

qite5 gulanseed 1%4v my*at Or
o•yaw
r vary moat* or can be bated
Guranbid no Ow rien 3%

297

$999

-1M---

Hurry! The
GRAND SAVINGS
LE Ends At Closin
Monday!!!

3.50%

WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY
HOWIE OfF10E: OMAHA, NEBRASKA

111 uz

thi

or

ANNUITY?

Shelia Crouse
330 C.C. Lowry Drive
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-4741
cell 270-293-7197

New Patients

file

CCITURING?
How ABOUT AN
Woodmen's Flexible Premium and
Single Premium Deferred Annuities are
competitive atternahves to other savings
plans The initial guaranteed rate' is

Michael Burnham of Studio
One in Murray is set to contribute an original score and
sound design and Jeremy
Osborne is on tap to serve as
Assistant Director, but, many
production opportunities still
exist .
The Kentucky Cycle pan I
will perform "May 12-22. For
visit
information
more
www.playhouseinthepark.net

IMPI Mb

We Can ttelp You Sell
Your Old Furniture!
449 South 16th Street
,
41)
c• 4461:
"
k‘
K.'%

\ 1"1'1(
CONSIGNMENT

•

'With $999 minimum purchase whipprovird mock **ExCludes Value Priced items, Closeouts. Special Sole Roma. & Room Solutions. Does Not Apply To Previous
Itsais at Nom Itsnis NMI* es shawl.'See store lot deltas Special Orders require 25% deposit.
Puichimmes. Limited Wend/lee on Gkeeoutloots,

31•41Hu..141 \firth
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Murray Ledges & Tines Fair Housiegict Notice
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manse meal FIN WM WONIts
rowdies& so cove:Ions an be Irak
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Honig Ari. sins Ines it Awl ID shells ay preaseck
sr desseinise brad et ran win ittern
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ii=

Itoloslea dlookihritois siteonetadwaisligel
isd salsk bemsd es haws ii adon b Wow peseild aide
Weil Ma
Ws ell Woe*wart my
far en stir seeds is
lois Winn MeIse AInew=
nessed Bid all
driallipadinamisrera&eiasapesweresityIris
Fie ides astience el• Fair Nees*
Adswilog rafriarama eararr NAA Camel
Rene Mien.ROM tMlOte

ow. mon.

010 Legit Mike
OM Noise
0215 Penmen
Fineeriel
MO Roonmels Waned
MO Lon And Fond
MO Hen Wen
070 Poetise Varilad
Ovine* & Clinkers
too Bueleses Opportunity
110 Eisclrceics
120 Cornwallis
130 Appliance Pans
140 Want To Buy
150 Articles For See
155 Appliances
160 Mon* Furnishings
165 Anbmiss
160 Lawn & Garden

Fors Equiparet
Hien 141111Paleet
Flemoed
Onkel
Mobil Home Le For Sale
▪
Hoses For Sale
Web Hoisaa.For Flint
llobis Hams Lots For Ant
Bueinees Antes
Aponsents For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Reid
Storage Barak
Comniarciat Property
Pets Suppliss
Linwood I Supplies
Punk Sate
Land For Rent or Lases

Red Web
Lan Property
Lots For SW
Lots FIN Rent
Farms For Sale
Aromas
Homes For Sale
rillonicycies & ATV's
Auto Pans
Sport Unity lishicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Camps('
Boats & Motors
Senna 011ared
Frei Column
Tobacco Supplies

:yrs Calmie him:15,4105i Discount Ind Run,
110% Distosatkd Ran.

,Alf

Ma Art Ram Wilms lo rho Yff.,a

$3.00 per column inch extra fer Monday (Shopping Guide)

S8.25 irst Iay - 20,wor.b or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: 5.11 per word per das
tot
, $25
The publ,snet maintains the right to reject or edit any submitted matter

• To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.• Fax: 753-1927
RILEY'S USED

FURNITURE
Open Mon-Fri. 9-5: Sat. 9-2
641N 2 miles on right
We buy and sell good used furniture

753-8501

FARMER'S
Choice
Feedmill.
Send
resume to 127 Beach
Rd, Kirksey, KY 421)54
or,come by office.

Kynzlee Raiine Fox
II love you..11..m, 1)1,I c,family ,

JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends. Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Due to the following non-payment
of rent a

PUBLIC AKTION
will be held on

Sat., Feb., 12th •9 a.m.

AAA Mini Storage
Duigiud Drive
Units 1, 13. 28, 31, 34, 37, 47, 49, 51. 68,
71. 73, 79. 93. 104.

ACCOUNTANT needed part-time. Minimum
Associate's degree and
one year experience
required. Email resume
to candice@
powerclairn.com
or
mail
to
Hawkins
Research. 406 N. 4th
St.. Murray 42071.
ARBOR PLACE OF
PURYEAR looking for
DEPENDABLE CERTIFIED
NURSING
ASSISTANT for small
nursing home in TN
Gonad Anita 731-2473205 EOE

(1Cl1etal Pr.it.licc 01 LINN includiiit.:

It X \

PTCY
I 01)11S1 PP( MI
IMORt
(R1\11\ xl 1 ItkIT1( 1)1 1
PERsoN U. IN.It 141

753-1752

BOOTH SPACE AVAILABLE
Charlie's Antique Mall in Hazel is
renting booths. 10' x 10'only
$57.00/month. Receive the first month
"RENT FREE" with a six month
commitment. You can be moved in
before our annual March madness sale.
Our experienced sales staff handle all
sales for you. You get detailed computer
generated sales reports. Tax number or
business license NOT required. We sell
for you 7 days per week. For more
information call 270-492-8211 or stop by
Charlie's at 303 Main St., Hazel, KY.

BEST Western hiring
tor experienced housekeeping and part-time
maintenance. Apply in
person at 1503 N.12th
St, Murray
BI-vocational minister
of music for blended
services. Send resume
to, PO. Box 1040-I.
Murray, KY 42071
DRIVERS NEEDED.
COMPETITIVE
WAGES.
HOME
WEEKENDS BENEFITS. MUST HAVE
CLASS A CDL WITH
MINIMUM 3 YEARS
OTR EXPERIENCE
CLEAN
DRIVING
RECORD. (800)4686087
EXPERIENCED sheetfed pnnting pressman
wanted. 512-515 per
hour, benefits, medical,
vacation,
company
matched
savings
Innovative
Printing,
1623 SR 121 North,
Murray, KY. (270)7538802

FT Receptionist for
physician
office
Requires
excellent
communication
and
multitasking
skills
Send resume with references to: P.O. Box
1040-F. Murray, KY
42071
Housekeeper needed
Experience preferred
No
phone
calls
please. Apply in person at Amenhost Inn,
Murray, KY
IMMEDIATE opening
for Office Manager of
County
Calloway
Propane in Murray.
Must be organized.
patient and great with
an adding machine.
$300/week plus benefits. Call 615-476-7009
or Fax application to
615-847-9643
LABORATORY
Technician' Full or Part
time technician position
available with leading
environmental laboratory. Strong work ethics
and science background required. Waste
water testing experience a plus. Flexible
work schedule is a
must. Please email
your
resume
to
amoore0microbac co
LEGAL secretary position. Clictation and
skills
required. Experience
preferred. Pay commensurate with expenence and abilities.
Send resume to: P.O.
Box 1040-J, Murray,
KY 42071

6omputtir

MEDICAL/SURGICAL
Office. We are looking
for the right people to
form our office/clinic
team. Our clinic needs
an LPN and X-ray tech
Our business office
needs an experienced
reimbursement specialist and an upbeat
receptionist. If you'd
like to join our team,
fax your resume today
to 773-233-8795.
SAFETY
advisors
$2500 month, manager
trainee's $3000 month
Company will train. Call
M-F 9am-1pm only! 1800-578-8799

DANCERS

Hours U-F 9-5 p.m.. 9-11 Sof., By Appt. After Hours
Hwy. 841 - 1-1/2 miles S. of Murray to
Tom Taylor Tn. Right 1500 yds.• 753-7728

Earn $1,000+ weekly.
The Purple Building at
Leeder Bottorp - a great
place to work add have fun
doing it.
270-534-0333
270-293-2069

BOOKKEEPING
SERVICES
• Partial or
complete Service
• 7 years
experience
• Business degree
• Satisfaction
guaranteed

NEED cooks and
fountains for days
and nights. Must be
able to work weekends. Apply at Sonic
Drive-In. 217 S. 12th
Street. No phone

calls.
OPENINGS now and in
90 days - Software firm
Customer/
seeking
Technical Support rep
w/ great phone & computer skills. Health ins.,
18 paid days off/ yr.
retirement plan. Send
resume to gale@
powerclaim.com
or
Hawkins
Research.
406 N. 4th St., Murray,
KY 42071
OWN a computer? Put
it to work! Up to
$1,500 to $7,500/mo
PT/Fr. 1-888-3143790 24 hr recording
FREE BOOKLET.
www.vrtworldwide.com
TECHNICAL auto cad
R14
mechanical
designer Competitive
benefits and pay. Send
resumes to: PO. Box
1040-G, Murray, KY
42071

NEED a weekly
cleaning?
Business/Residential
Call Jessica Greer
(270)293-6517.

NEW year's resolve
include a used book
store? I have the place.
and lots of books. Let's
make a deal! P.O. Box
1040-D, Murray, KY
42071

MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service.
759.3556

$$CASH$$ paid to
DISH-NET
used)
WORK receivers/dish
es. Will pick up. Call tol
tree 1-888-569-2812
ANTIQUES/OLD stuff
We buy 1 -or'all Call
Larry at 753-3633
aluminum
BUYING
cans and other aluminum Key Auto Parts
753-5562
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

WANT to bby: by
owner. brick, 38R, 1.52 baths, 1.400-1,600
sq.ft , garage or carport. on small lot. South.
or southwest of Main
St. In good condition.
Price in $80's. 270753-5065
WANT to buy: Junk Car
and Trucks. Call (270)
474-2540 or 293-6199
Six days a week.

EVER eat a moon
have!
crater?
We
Sandra b's Diner 94E 293-3816
IN TIME FOR SPRING!
Established, FULLY
equipped Nursery for
lease. All you need is to
grow & sell 270-759-

Tanning Research Laboratories, Inc.
has an immediate opening for a fulltime Customer Service Representative
to process orders. Applicants must be
able to effectively communicate with
customers, brokers, company sales
force and manage multiple priorities on
a daily basis. Computer experience
required (SAP knowledge a plus).
Benefit package includes medical, dental, 401(k), etc. Mail resume to: P.O.
Box 30. Murray. KY 42071. EOE

Show your loved ones
that you care by placing
a special Valentine's Day
picture it message or a
Love Line it our Mon,
Feb. 14 issue.

Panasonic
2
Commercial
microwaves,
1600
watts $250 each 7598866

Deadline for receipt of photos 8 love lines
is Tues Feb. 8th at 5:00 p.m.
Murray- Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray. KY 42071

AVON
Independen
Sales Representative
has fully stocked shop
or cal; for a catalog at
436-5900
CLYDESDALE Excel
hot tub 92-x92x3/3500 gallon capacity, 7
place seating (wrth 7
therapy positions) 28
water jets. (2) 8" waterfall jets & 12 air jets.
AM/FM/CD
quad
stereo & fiber optic
lighting. Like new, still
under warranty 4892912 after 5pm.
FREE
Dish Network 4-room
satellite system Get
the newest technology
with HO & DVFI
receivers. America's
Top 60 w/ local networks only $31 99 per
month Call Beasley
Antenna & Satellite
759-0901
INTERNET
Call now to see how
you can get high speed
Internet
service
through satellite for
only $29.99 per month
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite. 759-0901

GOOD
uprigh
Kenmore freezer, $75,
good 27" Sanyo TV.
$50. good Kenmore
dishwasher. $45 4928446
refrigerator
LARGE
freezer on bottom.
$200. 293-0811 (days),
753-1775 (nights)

LAWN tractor. 3 years
old, in good condition,
42 inch blade. 15 5HP
engine. Make me an
offer. 270-474-0456

WANTED • Auger 10(22
semi-auto 22 rifle. 270752-0874
Please
leave a message

1998
Buccanee
deluxe 16x80. 38R. 2
bath. extremely clean
(270)489-2525
AWESOME CLOSE
OUT SPECIALS ON
SIN2004
ALL
GLEWIDES & DOU-•
BLEWIDES'
Land/home packages
731-584available
9429

Lir ge Selection

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
On the Square
7514713

ANTIQUE Shaker style
baker's
cupboard,
great condition. $600
Solid oak table w12
leafs Vic() 753-0270

SEASONED firewood
$40 a rick delivered
527-8368

1979 Moble home
14x70. 3BR. 2 bath
55.000 Call 270-767
0525 leave message
1995 16x80 trailer.
28R, 2BA on 1 acre
436-5277 after 3PM
436-5051 day

DOUBLEWIOE EXPO:
Like new has fireplace
set-up includes well &
septic, Cali 731-5849429
NEW
GET YOUR
HOME TODAY WITH
"0- DOWN FINANCING: Call 731-5849429

28R, IBA Smiles north
of Murray 752-0461

Check us out on the web!

NEW Chef's Choice
Electric food slicer
Model 600. Purchased
for $199. asking $99
753-3317.
STEEL
buildings.
garages, storage, leanto's, carports. K&R
Mower Service 7599831
N'S
20--65" HO teievisionsJVC, RCA, Sony &
Toshiba- plasma. LCD,
DLP. & D-ILA Also TV
stands. entertainment
centers,
surround
sound. & more Come
by Beasley Antenna &
Satellite. 500 N 4th St
Murray. KY and theck
out all our selection.

Take advantage of our cool winter
specials!
Get a space on our Winter Service
Directory for 1 month for $100 or 2
months for $175.
•**20 words maximum. The bulletin board

*
*40
* run in the Shopping Guide and Wednesday.
No refunds for early cancellation. Deadline is
Friday at 11 AM.

WONDER WOOD
wood stove. $250. cost
$700 new Fedders
combination
18,000
BTU air conditioner
with
17,500
BTU
hea ter
17 25Hx26 5Wx18D,
5200 753-0916

will

alma.

2C • Friday, February 4, 2005

CLASSIFIEDS
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AUCTION
THURSDAY • FEBRUARY 10th @ 3 P.M.
LOCATION: 526 Brooks Chapel Road. From Murray take Hwy.
641 to SR 1824, proceed to Almo. turn onto SR464, proceed to
Brooks Chapel Road, follow signs to Auction Site!!

Salt. Pursuant III t ;Ise Nit. 114-515-2 „
- !'
111
CI 4

REAL ESTATE - To be offered is a three bedroom, two bath
wrecent updates, large utility room & carport as well as a very nice
metal shop All situated on large lot as described in Deed Book
177. Card 2019 in the Calloway County Clerk's office.
Auctioneers Note: Current Water Source is shared from neighbor.
LOCATION •• LOCATION •• LOCATION
Only minutes from Murray State University. Murray-Calloway
Industrial EpiCenter. Lakes Region, Calvert City, however just off
the busy path in a quiet. peacefurcommunity.
TERMS. 10°c down day of sale. balance W/de14very of deed, possession a closing
AUCTION CONDUCTED EIY:
STEVEN J BUNCH AUCTIONEER
ROY BUNCH AUCTIONEER/REAL ESTATE BROILER

BUNCH BROS. AUCTION
P
& REALTY CO.
Wise. la 490611
11.1

•

'ON

75

,
FIA41• 2233

"Better Auctions Are Bunch Auctions"
PHONE:(270) 376-2992 FAX:(270 376-2997

AUCTION
THURSDAY • FEBRUARY 10th @ 4 P.M.
LOCATION: 578 Aurora Hwy. - Hardin. Ky. From 4 Way in
Hardin proceed East - on Hwy. 402(80)approximately 1/2 mile.

Sale Pursuant to Case No.0-1-c1;71

Selling will be a 50 x 70 frame building w/kitchen area, storage
areas, over 2500 sq. ft. of floor/seating area ideal for convenience
store, restaurant. grocery. even your own creation/dream. Included
will be some support equipment. bait wells, counters, appliances.
grill & exhaust. refrigerator & freezers, meat case, stainless steel
sink, gas storage tanks & overhead canopy & purep area, central
heat & AC. tanks are registered westate - Facility ID p1 006.079,

contact Ky Division of Waste Management.
1-800-9213-4273 Nancy Tanner

For more into

TERMS. -10'. down day of sale balance due w/deed. Possession
@ closing. Property_sells as-is. To make your inspections, call
270-376-2992.
AUCTION CONDUCTED BY:
STEVEN J BUNCH - AUCTIONEER
ROY BUNCH AUCTIONEER/REAL ESTATE BROKER

BUNCH BROS. AUCTION
& REALTY CO.
"Better Auctions Are Bunch Auctions"
PHONE:(270) 376-2992 FAX:(270) 376-2997

Mobile Homes For Rent

Apartments For Rent

RENT to own very nice
mobile home S2.500
$300 month you own it
in 8 months in Aurora
IBR apt all utilities
included-- starting at
S300 m6nth (731)3363986 (731)642-8109

2 Room all furnished.
all utilities, water, electric, phone and cable
included. Access to
pool & fitness room.
5400/month,
$150
deposit. Singles for
$350 and up plus
deposit. Call for information.
(270)7538407

Mobile Home Lots For Rent
LOTS for rent
9866

753

1 bedroom apts. $250
$350 per month, 2BR
townhouses, washer &
dryer included. $410
per month 753-7559
1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200;mo
753-4109
1. 2 & 3BR apts available for immediate
occupancy Please call
753-8221
1BR apt available, all
appliances furnished.
Mur-Cal Realty. 7534444.
1BR partially fumished.
some utilities paid. No
pets, 767-9037
1BR. 1 bath. W&O,
refrigerator. stove &
dishwasher 5325
1
month free 759-8780

2BR $375/mo Across
from
Murray
Elementary
Center
753-8096
4 bedroom house. 1. 2,
3 apts. 753-1252 or
753-0606

,J & L
RENTALS
111$9 RutTalo Rd."
Ii) 421T7ri
2711-4.36-549e
Ixdroon, apartment
Clean and nice.
all appliances including
Vi ft) No pets

270-436-5496
270-293-6906
EXCEPTIONALLY
nice large 2 bedroom
apartment, all appliances including washer/dryer. deck with outside storage Excellent
Location!. (270)7595885 or (270)293-7085

1BR-4BR apartments
SMALL one room apt
Ask about move in free
plus bath, close to
days Coleman RE „campus. $140
No
759-4118
'
sets 753-5980

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE

FORREST
View
Apartments 1213 N
16th St., now accepting
applications for.. 1br
starting at $330/month.
2br townhouses, basic
rent $360/ month. Call
753-1970.
Leave
Message.
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled 1BR S290.00
2BR $340 00
3BR $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
753-8221.
NEW 3BR, 2BA duplex,
$700 per month Call
293-5423
NEWLY redecorated
2BR, 1 bath. appliances
furnished,
C/HJA. 1 year lease + 1
mo. deposit, no pets.
753-2905
NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal At%
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD *1-800-648-6056
ON bedroom. low utilities, no pets $225 mo.
753-3949
RED OAKS APTII.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
28R From $325
Call Today!
753-8668

1,2 block from the uni
versity. 1304 Olive
Blvd. 5BR. 4BA, Irving
room, dining room.
family room, laundry,
office. $875. 573-3344251
2BR, 1BA AC, propane
stove,
fridge.
wd
hookup, $460 per
month, $400 deposit
pets, 98 Nighthawk Dr
42071 Buy $55,000
270-348-6309
3BR, 2BA no pets
Locust Grove area
Itt600 per month 7670430
NEWLY redecorated
3BR, 2BA, C/H/A,
stove,
refrigerator
dishwasher. W&D, carport, outside storage.
no pets Lease. refer-,
ences, deposit, and
rent, $525. (270)7531059

753-3853

Houses For Rad
3BR, carport. sunroom
no pets, 5585. 753
6931 or 293-6070

now iminufacture. Buy
Order by 11 a..&
pick up Next day.
WV+ ski It. of 29 & 26 gaup ins
-& *2 available in

Call Metal Mall
I-W-909-9964• 270-2*7-81144

David's Cleaning
Services
"We Specialize in Cleaning"
.Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobik Homes
.13rnk -Alt External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning Mailable
•Nke Use Hot Water *Parking Less & Driveways

David Borders
• t270) 767-0313 or 1270)527-7176

1

1121
Storage Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

G &C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270)753-6266
•C/e11 f2.7o)293-41a-a9 a.m.-4 p.m. M-F
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 7532905 or 753-7536
NEW te penny, 10'x15'
units 436-6227/2933232
PREMIER MINISTORAGE Onside climate
control storage
•Secunty alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
-We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600
commerical prop. torrent
1.500 sq ft shop o
warehouse space, plus
extra nice office and
bathroom located at
810 Sycamore Street
Call 753-5142 for more
information or to see
M-F 7.30AM - 5 OOPM
OFFICE space small to
huge. Will finish to suit.
Warehouse
space,
storage space, retail
space. Call Larry at
752-0813

Professional
offices for rent.
Utilities paid,
convenient
location right off
court square. Call
753%4529

DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
SHIH-TZU S&W paper
trained. ,731-352-0037
731-642-5151
390
Urestock Sumba
HAY for sale Orcha,rd
grass and red clover
Round $20, square,
$3 270-841-1806
Quarter Horse for sale.
11 year old strong gelding. experienced trail
horse 2 year old small
bay philly. green broke.
sweet.
293-1093
Kirksey
Reel Estas
LOT with or without
house near hospital on
Poplar Street Good
location for professional office PO. Box 1040D. Murray, KY 42071
TWO story brick apartment building with 5
two-BR units Excellent
income -producer.
$125,000. 270-7534109. 270-227-1545
Lob For Salo
LOCATED at 5353 St
At. 121S, 1-2/3 acres.
2
septic
tanks.
$17.500 489-2296

I
°ftml
AFFORDABLE
A-1
HAULING all around
clean-up, gutters, tree
work. 436-2867

A-1 Stump Fiemoval
437-3014
ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions,
porches, decks, sun
rooms, roofing, vinyl
siding. mobile home
repair. sagging floors,
termite & water damage. Larry Nimmo
(270)753-9372
or
(270)753-0353
BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
BUILDING or remodeling? Go to
.
www.CAMBRIAUSA.co
CARPORTS Starting
at $675 installed. Roy
Hill (270)436-2113.

cies & Ares
SMALL
2BR
in
Panorama $240'per
month 753-0095 and
978-0742.

saw'essomrsa

I

most cokirs•

NICE bncR 3 BR. 1 BA
hook--up, carport„
on dead end street
walk to robenson Ele
no pets, $550/ mo
lease, 1 month deposit
References required
759-1552 between 4-9
pm

•AII Size Units Available
'Now Have Climate Control

Murray Ledger & limes

Roofing Metal

ua For Meat

195 acres. joins NA at
Wildcat Campground.
county water & power.
good hardwood and
pine timber, exc. hunting. (270)871-283a or
(270)748-2808
GREAT hunting on 80
acres with 4BR house
in need of TLC. Has
pond
and
barns.
5150.000. 270-7534109. 270-227-1545
Amy
15 fenced acres. Nice
neighborhood, 5 minutes from
Murray.
$60,000.
753-1940.
leave message. or 9780523
48 wooded acres on
your own private 20
acre lake. Coldwater
area, building site
cleared near water
293-1093
FORTY acres. 3 miles
south of Lynn Grove on
Humphrey
Rd
between East 893 and
Rayburn Rd. High yield
cropland, 35 acres in
one field. 5 acres of
uncoil timber. Approx.
757 ft of frontage.
$139,000. Will subdivide into 13_3 acre
tracts at S49,000.
(615/822-9054)
460
Ham For Sale
2BR
vertical
with
duplex behind. Grea
investment 565,000.
270-753-4109, 270227-1545
3 Bedroom, 3 Bath.
Cathedral
Ceilings.
two-sided ventless gas
fireplace. built in '96.
Southwest area. 7599541
3BR. 2.5BA, vaulted
ceiling, great room.
fireplace.
privacy
fence, patio. deck,
immaculate. interior.
$120,000. 404 Camelot
.Dr. 436-2994
3BR, 2BA House, $750
down,
owner
will
finance, located on
Govenors
Row,
Panorama
Shores
area. Call Dennis Fe, 1800-825-6070.
46R. 2 bath with 2-3/4
acres. Fenced off for
horses Priced in the
60's 298 Van Cleave
Rd. Call 293-9440
FOR sale by estate
3BR brick house located near KY Lake,
$40,000. Call 753-1292
or 759-1305
LOCATED at 9909 St
Rt. 121N, 3BR. 2 bath.
1.5 acres. $69,500,
489-2296
MARSHALL Co 5 min
to Lake. 3+ acres all
fenced, 2 or 9 bedroom. barn tractor
shed. tool shed, several other out buildings
$60,000 Call after
5-00PM 270-354-8665
NICE 38R. 1BA with
garage on large tot in
Puryear by owner.
$75.000
(731)2475648
TWO-STORY, threebedroom,
two-bath
house with attached
garage on 5 acres.
including horse barn
two buildings, and two
ponds. 354-8400

li

rcycles ATY's

01' Dyne, H.0,, 9.500
miles. lots of extras
$15,000
270-7599541

a0•••••.".

92 Honda 250-x AN
op end rebuilt $2,000
Call (270)767-0614

LIKE New! Incredible
Deal! 2003 Land Rover
Discovery, 4x4, V-8,
under 10.000 miles,
excellent
condition.
king' only $22,000.
Call731-642-7376

Wired
DOZER WORK
INSTALL & REPAIR
SEPTIC SYSTEMS &
GRAVEL HAULING.
Public or Contract
Contact at 270-7539503
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal
Trimming,
stump grinding, tire
wood Insured 489
2839
JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAIN11NG
•For all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
-Intenor & Exterior
•Custom spraying for
lawn/patio furniture
Louver doors / shutters
•No job too small
•Free estimates
753-8858
Rubbish
JUNK/
ReMOVRI,Spnng clean:
mg, clean out attics,
garages, yard waste,
etc (270)489-2583
I

Hudson.
LAYTON
hauling & backhoe
753-4545, 492-6265

RESICOM
Contractors,
LLC.
Residential
Commercial repairs,
remodels, additions
Replacement windows,
vinyl siding. dicta.
Insurance claim Welcome. • 270-227-2115,
t70-436-5764

David's Home
Improvement
War Damaged Paris
Elnwes & Fbor Joists
Remodeling & Rioting
Davrd Gainer*, awe(
Will Do Insurance Work
Visa MasterCard Active:

731-247-5422
WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding. Addition, and
Remodeling. Quality
Work, Over 30 Years
Experience.
Geralol
Walters. 75_3-2592 •

D.G. Landscaping 8,
Nursery 7884 94W
•Mutching
-Fertilization
•Tnmming
•Parking lot sweeping r,
•Bedding & vegetable
plants
435-4431

LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
"since 1971•Carpets -Upholstery
-Emergency Water
Removal •Oteck
Drying
Free Estimates
"Got Die"
753-5827

T&K Electric
Licensed contractors
residential and commercial. Insured. Free
estimates. (270)7051075.(270)705-0317

DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you don't have time
for,
293-5438

NEED help moving?
Experienced, referrals,
tree estimates 270703-2942

Call us we will be
glad to help.

Horoscopes

Need help
Promoting your
Business?

Murray Ledger & Times
270-753-1916

by Jacqueline iligar

'94 GMC Jimmy, 110k
miles, V6. 4WD, Great
Mechanical/ Physical
Condition. $2,700. Call
270-762-0211 days Or
270-293-6085 (cell)
evenings

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for down and 100k around your
home
and
neighborhood.
Saturday, Feb.5,2005:
Recognize others who you care
Know when to back off and not
waste ygur energy. Take care of about. You are naturally into
drama, but know that it isn't
yourself first and don't allow
mandatory, especially today.
others to diffuse your energy'or
Tonight: You don't have to go far
490
attention this year. If you focus
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Usiid Cars
and center, you will make pow- ***** Reach out to others in
erful decisions. Accept your
your immediate environment
02 Mitsubishi Galant.
Make a phone call to a friend you
VI 753-5626 ext. 222 intuitive sense. Not every decision you make can be intellectuhaven't talked to for a while.
2001 Black Toyota
Spontaneous plans perk up what
al. Emphasize the unknown facGenoa GT. 32.000
you might have thought was a
miles excellent condi- tors in your life, trying to break
dull afternoon. Tonight: Allow
tion. $13,500. 293- past self-imposed mental restricmore excitement in your life.
tions. If you are single. screen
9877 or 759-3781
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
2001
Oldsmobile potential sweeties very carefully. 21)
tntrigue. 48,000 miles, You could easily hook up with
*** You share more pt yourself
Wittuaarraoty. 270-293- " soineone who is emotionally _ than -irt,.tbe past-Listen to your
9039
unavailable. Slowly take your instincts when dealing with family, real estate and security. Guide
'97 & '99 Dodge truck, time getting to know the present
red, V8. 54.995. '99 apple of your eye. In a year, if others in a subtle manner. Being
Grand Pnx, 4-dopr, SE, you are still together, you can
authoritative won't work ultimate53.950. '99 Astr&-/ rear make more significant commitly. Tonight: Your treat.
A/C. 54,250.'97 Chevy ments. If you
are attached, your CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Ventu
n $3,950.
***** Add your personality.
relationship will thrive with
'93 Chevy t
nice,
into the mix, and nearly everymore private time. Frequently
54,500. '90 Ctlev,olet
thing and everyone will go along
schedule weekends away and
Ext. Cab, Silvera
with you. Don't attempt to struc$2,500. '99 Taurus, -••maritic dinners at a favorite
ture your whole day, because the
hideaway. CAPRICORN reads unexpected could surprise you
nice, $4,950.
$30 per week plus you cold.
Letting go allows more fun into
down payment. '94
your life. Tonight: Flounstrwith
Tempo, 5600 down.'93 The Stars Show
the Kind of the moment.
Century. $900 down.
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
'91 98 Olds. $500
4-Positive; 3-Average: 2-So-so; *** Take your time and allow
down. '88 Ciera. $500
yourself to kick back and enjoy.
down. 753-1522. 293- 1-Difficult
Sometimes you don't realize
3124
what a pressure cooker you exist
ARIES (March 21-AprIl 19)
'91 Camry. Auto, PW,
in. Shed unnecessary tension
****
You'll hit a home run if
PL. $1.200
OBO.
and relax. A walk or a yoga sesyou grab an opportunity. Don't
(270)252-1679
sion might ease the path to less
back off, but instead strategically
stress. Tonight: You don't have to
1985 Oldsmobile 98 place your energy. A parent or
Regency,67.575 miles, boss appreciates. your efforts. tell everyone your plans.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
one owner, Silent Don't underestimate your abiliAuction at Angels Attic, ties. Follow your sixth sense. **** Your unpredictability
takes adventure to a new level.
972 Chestnut St., Bids Tonight: Out.
Round up' your friends. Get
accepted 2/8-2/26
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
together with someone you real***** Read between the
ly care about. Don't do anything
lines. What might be important is
ams
halfway. Add
that special
what isn't said. A friend pushes
Piscean touch of enthusiasm.
96 Ford Aerostar, 7 you hard to achieve your goals.
Tonight: Where the action is.
Look beyond the pressure, plans
passenger 753-0049
and demands. You will know
1995 Mercury Villager
BORN TODAY
what ,is best in the long run.
GS, $1.800. 753-4480
Actress Jennifer Jason Leigh
Tonight: Where the music is.
(1962), actress Barbara Hershey
'94 Dodge Ram 350 GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
(1948), author
William
S.
cargo van New trans. ***** Work and mesh
with a
Burroughs (1914)
$1,600 Call 492-8156 partner if you want to achieve
a
***
or 293-0034
deeper bond. You could laugh
easily when you view the whimsiJacqueline Bigar i
on the
cal nature of others. Don't expect
Internet at http7www.jacquestability. Accept change as the
linebigarcom.
quo.
2002 Ford F-150, red. status
Tonight:
Add
(c) 2005 by King Features
32,000 miles. SWB,‘46 romance to dinner.
Syndicate Inc.
auto, bed liner, $12,000 CANCER (June 21-July 22)
****
OBO. 227-0813
Others seek you out en
•
1998 Dodge truck, SLT masse. Your ability to make a diftren, bed cover. Good ference emerges and stands out.
local truck. $6.400 Use your skills. Let someone
OBO. Call 492-6127 ro believe that he or she is making
the decisions. You'll find that
293-1155.
doors open up as a result. Lose
'89 3/4 ton Chevy.
your
rose-colored
shades.
Great condition, auto,
Tonight: Go along with plans.
$2,200
OBO
www.globalmtglink.com
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
(270)252-1679
*** Plunge into a project or
=I For 5 Years
favorite hobby. Inviting a partner
Campers
to share or join in thaws any ice
A Row -that might have been developing
Zero
DOW11
2002 37 ft Layton slide between the two of you. Relax as
2BR-, queen and 4 well as work together. Note how
bunks
Immaculate
good you feel. Tonight: Easy
731-479-2221
YOU SHOW US:
does it.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
•Average credit (not perfect)
***** Your libido rides high
*Steady income history
and points you in a new direc436-5141 A-AFFORD- tion. Your imagination bubbles
WE SHOW YOU:
ABLE Hauling Clean forth as you release your child- I
•100% loan, no money down
out garages. gutters. like qualities. Do something you
*flexible. forgiving program
enjoyed as a kid, and invite a
junk & tree work
*Excellent
fixed rate - 30 yr.
child
or pal to join you. Tonight:
492-8688 ROOF
Let
the
good
times
happen.
REPAIRS. New
Roofs, all types 29 ' LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
*** You don't
need to
1 1 1 NI. 1,e.
years experience Call
give in to your wanderlust. Slow
Carters
Suite B • Murray
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DEAR DR GO
I have
numerous questions about thyroid problems. What are hot
And cold nodules? I have a
tumor
growing on
my necCor
thyroid. Am
I over- or
underaclive?
D EA R
READER:
When doctors
obtain a
ft
thyroid
scan, they
By
Dr Peter Gott administer
small
amounts of a radioactive material (isotope) that is concentrated in the gland. Later, when
the patient is scanned, the
radioactivity produces a "picture" on X-ray film.
A normal gland may show
some variation in tbe uptake
of the isotope — the scan may
not show a ,uniform distribution — but there is a basic,
homogeneous pattern that corresponds lo the size and effective functioning of the gland.
In some instances, however, the scan may show areas
of high uptake — or no uptake
at all. In the first instance,
doctors conclude that the "hot
spots" indicate overactivity of
parts of the thyroid gland. This
is common in certain disorders, chiefly a condition called
"adenomatous hyperplasia," a
benign condition.
In the second instance; doctors call the area of reduced
or absent uptake a "cold" spot
or nodule. This is seen in the
presence of thyroid cysts(which
are filled with fluid) or areas
of tissue, such as growths or
tumors, that are "non-functioning" (fail to absorb the isotope). These areas are worrisome.
In the presence of "cold"
nodules, physicians usually
order an ultrasound examination, which can distinguish
between cysts and solid tis-

DEAR ABBY: After readsue.
ing the letters about hospital
Although cysts are less likegowns, I thought I'd share my
ly to be associated with maligstory. I am a rabbi. When. I
nancies, many authorities recfirst trained as a chaplain, I
ommend that cysts be biopwas taught
sied. Of course, "cold" solid
to make my
nodules must be biopsied in
hospital
most cases, because this is the
rounds
in
only surefire way to confirm
full dress whether the tissue in question
wearing a
is malignant.
suit and tie,
If you have a growth in
• with
my
your thyroid gland and it is
jacket but"cold" on the scan, you may
toned. Howhave a tumor. -Hot" nodules
one
Dear Abby
are never malignant. On the
day a patient
other hand, if you have a (nonexpressed
ByAbigail
thyroid) growth in your neck,
that
VanBuren
it will not usually affect the
although she
thyroid scan, because it isn't
needed to talk to me, she felt
part of the gland.
terribly uncomfortable lying
In general, aver- or underthere "in a hospital gown with
activity of the thyroid gland
her tuchas sticking out" while
as a whole is best diagnosed
I sat there in a three-piece
using blood tests.
suit.
I believe that you need a
I stood .up, told her I'd be
biopsy to resolve the issues
back
in a moment, went to
you raise. Ask your doctor about
the nurse's station and got a
this.
hospital gown. I took off my
DEAR DR. GOTT: I read
your column every day in our suit, donned the gown over
my briefs and T-shirt, and
local newspapeir and love the
headed straight back to the
way you answer inquiries with
such a polite bedside manner. patient's room. The minute she
I have a problem. with night saw me in that gown, she
brightened and relaxed enough
sweats. I am 77 and in good
to open up about all the conhealth except for arthritis and
an elevated cholesterol level. cerns on her mind.
The visit took a little longer
What is the cause of these
than usual, and when I findrenching sweats?
ished our session with a prayer
DEAR READER: Thank
you for the compliment; I
for healing, I rose from the
believe that my responses are
chair. As I did, the sound as
not always polite, but I'm only
my thighs ripped themselves
human!
from the Naugahyde brought
Night sweats are often the
a huge smile to both our faces.
only indication of a hidden
I Was laughing so hard I forinfection somewhere in the
got to hold the back of the
body. In particular, lung tubergo/n as I headed back down
culosis frequently is to blame. the hall - so I was exposed.
Therefore, I strongly urge
Fortunately, the nurses had
you to .be examined and testa sense of humor. One said,
ed by your family physician. "Not a bad tush for a rabbi!"
In my opinion, you need —
I learned an important lesat the very least — a comson on creativity that day. But
plete blood analysis and a set -I also learned that two hospiof chest X-rays.
tal gowns are better than one
Further scanning studies may
-- if you remember to put one
be indicated. Please don't on backward. -- RABBI CRAIG
ignore this symptom.
H. EZRING. BOCA RATON,

22-Dec.
t,yourser
n to your
with farmnty. Guide
ner. Being
ultimate-
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FLA.
DEAR RABBI EZRING:
Your sun may have been off
for her, but my hat is off to
you for going the extra mile
to make a difference in a sick
woman's life. Thanks
an
upper of a letter.

4pr

DEAR ABBY: My husband
of 21 years, "Robert," made
me a wonderful dinner, made
love with me, and then - instead
of sweet dreams - he served
me with divorce papers. He
treats me like a princess, but
the divorce is still going
through. Robert says we have
nothing in common and no
longer think alike.
I am confused. He calls me
two or three times a day, and
cries and becomes angry when
I say I am moving away from
the house. He tells our adult
children he "loves me dearly"
but will never be truly happy
with me. In a few more months
we will no longer be husband
and wife; however, he won't
let go emotionally. I am still
hopelessly in love with him,
and his constant attention does
not make our situation easier.
Can you please tell me what's
the right thing for me to do?
-- HURT IN CALIFORNIA
DEAR HURT: The right
thing to do is find a therapist
who can help you make sense
of what has happened, help
you to heal the wounds of this
divorce, and go on with your
life. The day your divorce
becomes final will be an important line of demarcation. From
then on, you'll be responsible
for your own interests. Please
don't be distracted by what
your husband says. Instead,
watch what he does. The sooner you start thinking with your
head rather than your heart,
the better off you'll be.

N'ou are South, and the bidding
has gone:
North
South
East
West
1+
Pass
Pass
I
Pass
2•
What would you bid now with
each of the following four hands?
I.•963 V AciJ74•K8•195
2.•K952•KJ96•A84•Q7
3.*83•AJ952•KJ96 82
4. +96w AK983•A75•K74
.
••
1. Three clubs. Partner's rebid
limits his hand to 13 to 15 points, but
game possibilities cannot be dismissed when you have II high-card
points and partner might have 15.
The raise to three clubs indicates a
mild interest in game and is not forcing. It simply states that there might
be a game if partner is in the upper
half of the range for his previous
bids.
Observe that it is more important
to show your club support than to
rebid your hearts. If partner has
three-card heart support, he will bid
three hearts next if he elects to continue over,
clubs.
2. Three iritrump. It would be
wrong to bid only two notrump,
which would merely invite game and
would allow pagner to pass. When-

10 years ago
Published is a picture of
Resident Storyteller and Musician Greg Acker giving Calloway County preschoolers the
opportunity to play an African
drum during one of their lessons. The photo was by Staff
Photographer Bernard Kane.
Births reported iriclude a
girl to Timothy and Tammy
Mast, Jan. 25; a girl to Shawn
and Lonna Washer, Jan. 26.
Murray State University
gacers and Lady Racers won
over Southeast Missouri in basketball
games
at
Cape
Girardeau, Mo. High scorers
for Murray were Marcus Brown
and Sho.nta Hunt.
20 years ago
Tim Weatherford of Catloway County High School Beta
Club won first place in Original Oratory at Kentucky Beta
convention at Louisville. Jerry
Ainley, CCHS principal, was
elected co_a three-year term as
a rrietn&r of the Beta State
Council. A large delegation
from the CCHS Beta Club
attended the convention.
Charles L. Outland of Murray has been invited to attend
and participate in the 1985
National Farm Machinery Show
and Championship Tractor Pull
at Freedom Hall Coliseum at
Louisville Feb. 13-16.
30 years ago
Calloway County 4-H Council won first place in competition with other counties in
the Purchase area for the award
given each year to the council who submits the best yearly report. Lame Sledd is president of the Calloway Council.
Euple Ward, executive director of Murray-Calloway County Need Line, and member of
Murray Business and Professional Women's Club, spoke
about Need Line at a meeting

ever you have an opening bid facing
an opening bid, you should make
certain of getting to game, and
clearly the most attractive spot with
this hand is three notrump.
3. Pass. When you have only nine
points opposite a partner whose rebid
indicates 13 to 15 points, there is no
game. The Only remaining problem
is to find the best partscore contract.
and there is no good reason here to
think that hearts or diamonds would
serve as a better trump suit — particularly when partner is more likely to
have six clubs than five for his rebid.
It is therefore best to leave well
enough alone by passing.
4. Two diamonds. This unorthodox bid is the best solution to an
awkward situation. Your side has a
game somewhere, but at this point
there's no way of knowing whether
the best spot is hearts, clubs or
notrump.
Two diamonds is a forcing bid,
since it is a new suit named by
responder. Partner cannot pass, even
with minimum values. Strictly
speaking. three-card suits are not
biddable, but occasionally ills necessary to improvise a bid. Partner's
rebid over two diamonds should
point the was to the best contract.

Tomorrow: Viennese gambit.
C2005 King Feature" Syndwate Inc
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1 Cote who
was -King4 Exploding star
8 Beep
12 Author — Tan
13 Early garden"
14 Dueler's
weapon
15 Police data
(2 wds.)
17 Tariff
18 Vocal group
19 Ice floe dweller
21 Cause a blister
23 Snagged a etgie
27 Pleasing or
delightful
30 Famed
sergeant
38 Charlotte —
of "Bananas'
34 Thames school
35'— Te Deg'
36 inaaon source
37 Thke vows
38 Name in game
shows

39 Bobcat
40 Pick up the tab
12 Low-fat meat
44 Exploited
47 'South Pacdic"
Frenchman
51 Rise abruptly
54 Beat-up
56 Long story
57 Like larkspur
58 Wabash loc.
59 Bout enders
60 Fax, maybe
61 Sauce in a wok

1 DEA operative
2 Type of nanny
3 Spelling error
4 Gandhi
associate
5 Lyric poem
6 Notch shapes •
7 - meridiem
8 Phone
response
9 Unfold in verse
10 Cason Oty's st

of the club. Dr. David Roos,
president of Need Line Board,

showed a film on -Tell Me
Where to Turn."
40 years ago
Kentucky State Trooper Guy
Turner was part of a relay
team this week which brought
an emergency supply of "B
Positive" blood from Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah,
when a local supply from the
Blood Bank became depleted.
Calloway County Grand Jury
returned IS indictments in its
report to Judge Earl Osborne
in Calloway Circuit Court.
Recent births reported at
Murray Hospital include a box
to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pat Ray,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Settino, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
George E. Harrell and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Doan.
50 years ago
Karl Warming. administrator of Murray Hospital and a
Rotarian, spoke at a meeting
of the Murray Rotary Club.
He closed his talk with the
goal of the hospital, "Today
Is Better Patient Care."
Shirley Joyce Chiles, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. H.C. Chiles,
and student at Murray High
School won first place in the
essay contest on "To Be A
'Good Citizen Means," sponsored by the Captain, Wendell
Oury Chapter of the Daughters, of the American Revolution.
Recent births reported at
Murray Hospital include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Henry Underhill.

By The Associated Press
Today is Friday. Feb. 4. the
35th day of 2005. There are
330 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Feb. 4, 1945, President
Roosevelt, British Prime Minister Winston Churchill and
Soviet leader Josef Stalin began
a wartime conference at Yalta.
On this date:
In 1783, Britain declared a
formal cessation of hostilities
with its former colonies, the
United States of America.
In 1789,electors unanimous-

ly chose George Washington
be the first president of the
United States.
In 1941, the United Service Organizations(USO)came
into existenee.
In 1974, newspaper heiress
Patricia Hearst was kidnapped
in Berkeley, Calif., by the
Symbionese Liberation Army.
In 1983, singer Karen Carpenter died in Downey. Calif..
at age 32.
Five years ago: Austrian
President Thomas Klestil swore
in a coalition government that
included Joerg Haider's farright Freedom Party, a development which triggered European Union sanctions. Former
House Speaker Carl Albert died
in McAlester. Okla.. at age
91. Singer Doris Kenner-Jackson of the Shirelles died.
to
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25 Deserve
26 Two in
Toulouse
27 Pond dweller
28 Livy's road
29 Secret writing
31 Dory mover
32 Wander
36 Ostrich feather
38 Rockies, e.g
41 Soft glows
43 Doled out
45 Wanes
48 Roy Rogers
wIfe
48 Orchid-like
blossom
49 Late-night
Joy 50 Vortex
51 Mach 1
excitedly
52 Acorn bower
53 In lets pus
55 Winery cask
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ENTERTAINMENT

FLW Outdoors to debut Sunday

Murray Ledger &
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